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Abstract 

The Taiwan Institute of Economic Research (TIER) is interested in creating a green 

hydrogen Guarantee of Origin (GO) scheme to ensure all hydrogen energy imported into Taiwan 

is made with zero carbon emissions. Our project goal was to investigate the United States’ and 

Canada’s policies, market, and strategies on hydrogen to recommend strategies on the 

implementation of a GO scheme to TIER. To explore the policy and market of the clean 

hydrogen in the US and Canada, we conducted archival research examining press reports, 

government-official documents, and policy roadmaps. We interviewed individuals from the 

government and academia to learn more about the influence of public policy on the hydrogen 

market. We also experienced limitations in data collection due to time constraints including low 

response rates for interview requests, particularly from private industry and Canadian sources.  

The findings of this project revealed that Taiwan should consider adopting policies 

similar to Hawaii due to similar geographical characteristics and Hawaii’s successful 

implementation of pro-green hydrogen initiatives and policies such as the Renewable Portfolio 

Standard and their Hydrogen Investment Capital Special Fund that are seen to be successful in 

reducing carbon emissions. Taiwan could also consider implementing a hydrogen tax credit 

system that has been passed in the US and Canada to incentivize the adoption of clean hydrogen 

in addition to beginning their hydrogen transition through the construction of a small scale 

hydrogen hub that Taiwan already has the infrastructure for. Based on this research, TIER has 

proposed to the government the implementation of green hydrogen hubs in Taiwan. However, 

TIER will ultimately have the last decision on which policies are suitable for the country to 

adopt.  
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Executive Summary 

Introduction 

 The industrial revolution has led to the release of over 2,500 billion metric tons of carbon 

dioxide emissions, resulting in global warming of 1°C above pre-industrial levels. Without 

changes to the way we consume natural resources, global temperatures could rise by 3°C by the 

turn of the 22nd century, leading to detrimental consequences for human life such as an increase 

in intense weather phenomena, rising sea levels, food and water insecurity, and mass 

displacement. To minimize the impacts of climate change, the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change (IPCC) has recommended limiting global warming to a maximum of 1.5°C 

above pre-industrial levels, requiring a massive shift in the energy sector of the economy towards 

renewable energy sources. 

One of the renewable energy sources being explored is hydrogen, which can be produced 

using fossil fuels (gray hydrogen), with emissions offset by carbon capture storage (blue 

hydrogen), or using renewable electricity (green hydrogen). The focus of the project sponsored 

by the Taiwan Institute of Economic Research (TIER) is to aid in the development of a low-

carbon hydrogen certification system in Taiwan. To achieve this goal, our project aims to 

analyze, summarize, and visualize information on low-carbon hydrogen policies, market 

forecasts, and regulations in the United States and Canada, to provide TIER with data to support 

the creation of policy to certify low-carbon hydrogen and stimulate the low-carbon hydrogen 

industry in Taiwan. 
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Background 

Hydrogen comes in three varieties distinguished by their production process and carbon 

emissions. Gray hydrogen is the most commonly produced but emits significant amounts of 

carbon. Blue hydrogen is produced in the same way but uses carbon capture and storage to 

reduce emissions. Green hydrogen is made through electrolysis using low- or zero-carbon 

electricity and is seen as a leading fuel source to reach net-zero carbon emission targets, despite 

obstacles like limited infrastructure and higher costs compared to other fuels. The project focuses 

on the certification of low-carbon hydrogen, including blue hydrogen with a 70% reduction in 

carbon emissions and green hydrogen.  

The US defines clean hydrogen, its equivalent to low-carbon hydrogen, as having a 

maximum of 4.0 kg CO2e per kg of hydrogen produced and has implemented policies and 

funding to support the development of a clean hydrogen economy. The Bipartisan Infrastructure 

Law (BIL) allocated $9.5 billion to decarbonizing hydrogen and establishing regional hydrogen 

hubs, while the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) provides a tax credit for clean hydrogen 

production. Canada aims to be a leading exporter of clean hydrogen and has published the 

Hydrogen Strategy for Canada, which includes building a domestic hydrogen supply chain, 

stimulating the end-use market, and implementing policies and regulations to support the market. 

Both countries have made efforts to decarbonize hydrogen and have a vision for rapid expansion 

in the years 2030-2050.  

Defining and regulating low-carbon hydrogen is challenging due to varying definitions 

and regulations across regions. The lack of a united federal definition has led to inconsistent 

policies and regulations, making it challenging to import and export energy between states and 

provinces. The certification of green hydrogen depends on the carbon intensity of the electricity 
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used to produce it, which can be difficult to quantify based on how that electricity was produced. 

Regions with significant renewable energy and natural gas infrastructure are best suited to build 

a low-carbon hydrogen industry. Although there is no federal regulation certifying renewable 

hydrogen fuel, state and provincial laws can provide useful information for the project. 

Meeting the net-zero emissions goals requires a significant increase in low-carbon 

manufacturing facilities, particularly for green hydrogen, with an estimated 48-720 GW of 

electrolysis capacity required by 2030. While blue hydrogen can serve as a transition from gray 

to green hydrogen, the cost of green hydrogen is rapidly decreasing. The viability of low-carbon 

hydrogen in end-use cases will determine its industry's growth. In the US and Canada, the market 

for hydrogen is expected to expand as the technology develops. The use of low-carbon hydrogen 

as an alternative fuel source in commercial transportation, particularly in the maritime shipping 

sector, is promising, but innovative bunkering infrastructure is necessary. The US government is 

investing in carbon projects and research and development to decarbonize hydrogen. 

Low-carbon hydrogen technology faces multiple barriers, including regulatory, 

economic, technological, and infrastructural hurdles, such as inconsistent international policies, 

high production costs, and inadequate infrastructure. Another challenge is the short-term 

warming effect that hydrogen can have if not managed properly. While green hydrogen can be 

less expensive, significant incentives are required to make it a viable option. Countries and 

companies must invest in dedicated infrastructure and innovation to realize the full potential of 

green hydrogen. 

Taiwan currently heavily relies on imported fossil fuels to meet their energy needs, with 

only 2% of energy produced domestically while industrial products are the largest part of their 

economy. However, the country is making efforts to increase its renewable energy production 
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and has set a target to achieve net-zero emissions by 2050. Taiwan's Bureau of Energy has 

implemented policies to encourage investment in renewable energy projects, including tax 

incentives, subsidies, and the Feed-in Tariff Program. The country's Phased Goals and Actions 

Toward Net-Zero Transition roadmap outlines 12 key strategies, including a Hydrogen Strategy 

that aims to generate 9-12% of power from hydrogen by 2050 and promote hydrogen-based 

industry manufacturing processes and regulations for hydrogen vehicles. Private industrial 

companies, such as TSMC, have also invested in renewable energies. The potential of low-

carbon hydrogen technology is also being explored as a sustainable energy source to help Taiwan 

decarbonize its economy and play a role in reducing global greenhouse gas emissions. 

Methodology 

The goal of our project was to investigate low-carbon hydrogen policies in the U.S. and 

Canada in order to provide TIER with sufficient data and case-studies to develop policies to 

define low-carbon hydrogen and develop its industry in Taiwan. To meet this goal two objectives 

were set: 

(1) Understand the US and Canada’s current low-carbon policies and what certification 

systems exist for tracing the origin of low-carbon hydrogen 

(2) Analyze the potential applications for low-carbon hydrogen based on policy goals in the 

US and Canada. 

 

 In order to achieve these objectives, the team utilized archival research and conducted 

semi-standardized interviews to investigate the certification process for low-carbon hydrogen in 

the U.S. and Canada to use as reference for Taiwan. The team read scholarly papers on low-
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carbon hydrogen, analyzing its synthesis, efficiency, and potential market demand, as well as 

government publications to understand the regulatory framework surrounding hydrogen energy. 

We also studied press reports to stay informed of current events and identify trends in the low-

carbon hydrogen market, and we analyzed roadmaps from the US and Canada to inform 

Taiwanese policymakers about low-hydrogen policies.  

The team conducted semi-standardized interviews with experts from governmental 

agencies, industry leaders, and academics, using a combination of website searches, networking 

websites, and emails to contact potential interviewees. All interviews were conducted virtually, 

and the data collected was analyzed using content analysis and triangulated with information 

from archival research. This study provided valuable insight into the perspectives of different 

groups involved in the low-carbon hydrogen industry and filled knowledge gaps left by archival 

research. 

Results 

In the United States, most policies that aimed at promoting clean hydrogen are still in 

development or were recently passed. California has focused on alternative fuel vehicles and 

zero-emission vehicles, offering incentives and rebates, while adopting the Low Carbon Fuel 

Standard (LCFS) as a comprehensive program for clean hydrogen production. Colorado is 

focused on developing hydrogen for transportation, while Hawaii began investing in clean 

hydrogen as part of a comprehensive plan spanning from 2010-2020, focusing on improving the 

renewable electricity grid and hydrogen infrastructure. Texas has the goal to reach 50% 

renewable energy generation by 2030, supported by federal Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) 

and the Texas Emission Reduction Plan (TERP). 
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Canada aims to become a leader in exporting clean hydrogen to create jobs and expand 

market influence. The regulations in Canada focus on limiting the emissions of hydrogen 

production due to the variety of resources available to them. The country has adopted the EU’s 

CertifHy emission standard as their definition of low-carbon hydrogen. Several funds and tax 

credits support the research and infrastructure investment of hydrogen projects. Alberta is 

adapting their natural gas infrastructure to contain hydrogen and slowly converting their natural 

gas to hydrogen. British Columbia contains most of the hydrogen projects and companies in 

Canada, and their goal is to lower overall emissions by 40% by 2030. Ontario aims to create 

green hydrogen to provide to its local communities, with global exports in the future. Québec is 

investing in developing hydrogen-based technologies and an overall green hydrogen ecosystem 

in the province. 

Our study contacted 75 potential interviewees, but only 13 responded, resulting in a 

response rate of 17.3%. The interview response acceptance rate was 5.33%, with four individuals 

accepting the interview, five rejecting, and four who remained tentative. The interviewees came 

from those in government and academia who shared their knowledge on the potential uses of 

reversible hydrogen fuel cells, the role of Hydrogen Hubs, the Greenhouse Gases, Regulated 

Emissions, and Energy Use in Transportation Model (GREET Model), and establishing a 

sustainable hydrogen market in the United States. Overall, the interviewees provided valuable 

insights in directing the research efforts of the study. 

Discussion 

In the US, state-level policies have been implemented to reduce emissions from motor 

vehicles, focusing on both light-, medium-, and heavy-duty vehicles through various measures. 
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Hawaii has been successful in introducing hydrogen through ZEVs, while Canada is pushing to 

reduce GHG emissions from fuel and vehicles. FCEVs have niche applications in medium- and 

heavy-duty vehicles like trucks and buses. In Taiwan, FCEVs could be used for the 

transportation of goods, but the lack of a large automotive industry and clean hydrogen may 

make the transition too expensive and early. 

The US and Canada have similar policies and plans for the implementation of green 

hydrogen, with both countries having regions that have the potential to be great hubs for green 

hydrogen. They can independently produce their own hydrogen, which means they do not need 

to depend on other countries for green hydrogen. Taiwan can be influenced by Hawaii's 

procedures, but it is important to note that the highly-developed US and Canada are not 

comparable to smaller countries like Taiwan with limited natural resources. 

Establishing a Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) has proven to be effective in 

increasing the generation of renewable energy in multiple US states, with Hawaii's RPS helping 

the region achieve a renewable energy generation of 29% in 2022. Taiwan could create its own 

RPS and Renewable Energy Certificate program, and can look to Hawaii's successful strategies 

to achieve their net-zero goals. To facilitate Taiwan's transition to clean hydrogen, a set standard 

for clean hydrogen must be created and included in the RPS program. 

The US and Canada are interested in developing green hydrogen hubs in Texas, Hawaii, 

and Québec, which offer proximity to resources and energy independence but require significant 

investment. TIER has expressed interest in developing a green hydrogen hub in Taiwan, and a 

project proposal is currently in the works. 
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Conclusion 

Throughout our research study, we faced several challenges in methodology and data 

collection, which ultimately impacted the scope of our results. One major challenge encountered 

was limited access to certain government documents, which restricted the information we could 

gather and share with TIER. Furthermore, given the dynamic nature of policy, the information 

contained in our reports may become outdated by the time TIER reviews it. 

Due to time constraints, we were also unable to research every state and province, as it 

would have required a significant amount of time to analyze and summarize the official 

documents. Language barriers also posed a challenge when researching Taiwan's current market 

stance on green hydrogen, which affected our ability to collect accurate data. 

In terms of interviews, contacting professionals through LinkedIn and email proved to be 

challenging, and some interviewees were unable to answer questions due to non-disclosure 

agreements. Moreover, our sample population was limited to two government and two academic 

interviewees from the US, preventing us from gathering insights from industry professionals. 

The overall data collection for Canada was also limited, as we were unable to connect with 

professionals in Canada for interviews, and had to rely on archival research. 

From our findings, we suggest that Taiwan could adopt policies similar to Hawaii since 

there are geographical similarities and Hawaii’s successful renewable energy regulations such as 

the Renewable Portfolio Standard that is helping Hawaii reach their NZE goals. Taiwan should 

also consider implementing tax credit systems and creating hydrogen hubs to initiate their 

transition to green hydrogen. However, with TIER’s expertise in green hydrogen, TIER should 

carefully evaluate each policy's applicability to Taiwan's economy and status before proposing 

new projects.  
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1.0 Introduction 

The industrial revolution that spurred the rapid modernization of many countries around 

the world between the late 18th century and mid 19th century has led to the release of over 2,500 

billion metric tons of carbon dioxide (GtCO₂) emissions (OWID, 2022). As of 2017, these 

emissions, trapped in the atmosphere, have resulted in a global warming effect of 1°C above pre-

industrial levels and are predicted to continue to increase by 0.2°C per decade (IPCC, 2018). 

Without changes to the way we consume natural resources, global temperatures could rise by 

2°C above pre-industrial levels by the turn of the century, the consequences of which would be 

detrimental to human life. Under a 2°C warming scenario we will see an increase in frequency of 

intense weather phenomena, such as droughts, wildfires, and heavy precipitation; sea levels will 

rise and we will witness a mass-extinction event. With an unstable climate, food and water 

insecurity will increase leading to a predicted displacement of 216 million people around the 

world by 2050 (World Bank, 2021).  

To minimize the severe impacts of climate change the Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 

has recommended limiting global warming to a maximum of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels as 

a way to minimize the severe impacts of climate change. In order to accomplish this goal, there 

must be a massive shift in the energy sector of the economy. Countries must reduce fossil fuel 

consumption, electrify on a mass scale, improve energy efficiency and shift to alternative fuel 

sources to stop climate change.  
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Figure 1.1: Carbon dioxide emissions per capita in the United States, Canada, China, and 

Taiwan. 

 

 With continued consumption of unsustainable energy, total carbon dioxide emissions will 

continue to rise contributing to global warming. In the past decade, there has been significant 

progress in transitioning away from traditional fossil fuels to renewable energy and it is 

anticipated that this trend will continue to grow in the next decade. The International Energy 

Agency (IEA) predicted that by 2026 global renewable electricity capacity is “forecast to rise 

more than 60% from 2020 levels to over 4,800 GW,” and “renewables [are] set to account for 

almost 95% of the increase in global power capacity through 2026”. Governments have been key 

to instigating this transition through the incentivization of the production and usage of renewable 

energy. In 2021, the United Nations developed the COP26, a climate initiative team formed to 
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tackle the growing emergency surrounding global warming by accelerating the adoption of 

renewable energy. Figure 1.2 outlines the types of renewable energy available, some of which 

break down into further categories that will be key components in the energy transition.  

 

 

Figure 1.2: Sources of Renewable Energy (Ellabban et al., 2014). 

 

In an effort to reduce carbon emissions, some countries have turned to hydrogen as an 

alternative fuel source. Currently, the majority of hydrogen produced is processed using fossil 

fuels, a nonrenewable source. Hydrogen produced using fossil fuels is called gray hydrogen. As 

technology continues to improve, efforts are being made on both the government and market 

level to shift to producing hydrogen using electricity generated from renewable resources.  

The types of hydrogen that are considered to be low-carbon are blue and green hydrogen. 

Blue hydrogen is produced under similar conditions to gray hydrogen, but implements carbon 

capture storage (CCS) to offset greenhouse gas emissions. In the best case scenario, emissions 

can be reduced by 85-95% (Bianco and Blanc, 2020). On the other hand, green hydrogen is 

synthesized using renewable electricity and emits close to zero green-house-gas emissions. The 

set quantity of emissions that is permitted for green hydrogen to be considered green varies 

country by country, however, hydrogen produced from renewable electricity may also be 

referred to as renewable hydrogen. Low-carbon hydrogen has the capacity to lower global 

emissions and is the focus of our project.  
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Located in Taipei City, the Taiwan Institute of Economic Research (TIER) is a think tank 

with the goal “to promote both domestic and international economic research and advance 

exchanges and co-operations with other international institutions’' to “promote Taiwan’s 

economic development” (Taiwan Institute of Economic Research, 2007). TIER is partnered with 

the Taiwan Renewable Energy Certificate (T-REC), a governmental agency that specializes in 

coordinating, issuance, and management of renewable energy certificates (Taiwan Institute of 

Economic Research, 2023). Due to the rising demand for renewable energy, T-REC promotes the 

research and market development of Taiwan’s clean energy sector, with the goal to power 20% 

of total energy consumption through renewable energy by 2025 (National Renewable Energy 

Certification Center). T-REC has issued over 1.5 million certificates, and traded 1.4 million 

certificates in an effort to meet this goal. As part of our sponsorship with TIER, we hope to aide 

in the development of a low-carbon hydrogen certification system by answering the following 

research questions: 

(1) How can Taiwan learn from the United States’ and Canada’s regulation of low-carbon 

hydrogen?  

(2) How does the US' and Canada’s plan to incentivize the development of the low-carbon 

hydrogen market? 

 

To meet answer our research questions, the following objectives were identified:  

(1) Understand the US and Canada’s current clean hydrogen policies and what certification 

systems exist for tracing the origin of clean hydrogen. 

(2) Analyze the potential applications for clean hydrogen based on policy goals in the US 

and Canada. 
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 This project aims to analyze, summarize, and visualize information on low-carbon 

hydrogen policies, market forecasts, and regulations in the United States and Canada. Our 

objective is to provide TIER with data to support the creation of policy to certify low-carbon 

hydrogen and to stimulate the low-carbon hydrogen industry in Taiwan.  
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2.0 Literature Review 

The purpose of this literature review is to evaluate the current research on low-carbon 

hydrogen policies and the state of low-carbon hydrogen in the United States and Canada. This 

evaluation is intended to assist the Taiwan Institute of Economic Research (TIER) and the 

Taiwan Renewable Energy Certificate (T-REC) division of TIER in the creation of a low-carbon 

hydrogen certification system and in promoting the growth of the low-carbon hydrogen industry 

in Taiwan. 

The literature review will discuss low-carbon hydrogen, including its production, life 

cycle, and significance. To understand each government's position on low-carbon hydrogen, we 

will review the policies in the United States and Canada that pertain to the adoption and usage of 

low-carbon hydrogen. The current and forecasted international low-carbon hydrogen market, 

with emphasis on the US’ and Canada’s involvement, will be examined alongside suggested 

measures to accelerate production capacity and expand end case usage. Following market 

analysis, the barriers that the implementation of low-carbon hydrogen, specifically green 

hydrogen, faces in terms of policy, cost, and infrastructure will be detailed. Lastly, the literature 

review will conclude by evaluating the current state of renewable energy and low-carbon 

hydrogen in Taiwan. 

2.1 Low-Carbon Hydrogen 

Standard hydrogen and low-carbon hydrogen are terms for the different colors of 

hydrogen: gray, blue, and green. The differences can be seen in Figure 2.1. Gray hydrogen is 

produced using fossil fuel sources such as methane and coal through the process of steam 

methane reforming and coal gasification, respectively. Due to its status as a cheap and accessible 
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fuel source, gray hydrogen is the most common type of hydrogen produced; however, it produces 

a substantial amount of carbon emissions and cannot support plans for net-zero carbon emission 

(NZE). Blue hydrogen is hydrogen made under the same conditions as gray, but utilizes carbon 

capture and storage (CCS) to reduce emissions. On the other hand, green hydrogen is synthesized 

through the process of electrolysis (the process of breaking down water molecules into hydrogen 

and oxygen) using low- or zero-carbon electricity. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Difference between gray, blue, and green hydrogen (Merida, 2021). 

 Although the US and other countries are making an effort to switch to low-carbon 

hydrogen as an alternative fuel source, the hydrogen industry is still dominated by gray 

hydrogen. Low-carbon hydrogen made up “less than 1% of the total [global] hydrogen 

production” in the years between 2018 and 2021 (International Energy Agency, 2022). In a 

report released by the International Renewable Energy Agency (IREA) in 2020, the IREA stated 

that the carbon emission reduction process had barely begun with only 8.8% carbon reduction 

seen in the first half of 2020 (Bianco & Blanco, 2020). This reduction is similar in size to the 

reduction seen during the same period in 2019, so in order to reach the 2050 NZE goal a more 

significant effort must be made by countries to reduce emissions. Producing green hydrogen via 
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electrolysis is a relatively new technology and remains costly in comparison to gray or blue 

hydrogen, however, there have been pushes to accelerate the adoption of green hydrogen 

industry for the sake of meeting the 2050 NZE goal. This project’s focus will be on the 

certification of low-carbon hydrogen which includes blue hydrogen with a reduction of at least 

70% in carbon emissions and green hydrogen. 

2.1.1 Green Hydrogen Production and Life Cycle 

The life cycle of green hydrogen begins with the production and transformation, followed 

by the transportation, and finishes when it is used by the consumer. Starting with production, 

green hydrogen uses a process called electrolysis: an electrical current is used to split water 

molecules into oxygen and hydrogen (Office of Energy Efficiency, 2023). The most common 

types of electrolysis are alkaline and Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM). Though the high cost 

of materials is a large drawback, these conventional processes of electrolysis are flexible and can 

operate at higher electrical currents which makes hydrogen production more energy efficient 

(Falcão, 2023). 

Despite the challenges with current forms of electrolysis, researchers, including Falcão, 

are making improvements to the process to reduce the cost of materials. New methods of 

electrolysis, such as Anion Exchange Membrane Water Electrolysis (AEMWE), were created to 

reduce the drawbacks of the traditional methods while retaining performance at a low cost 

(Falcão, 2023). However, these methods are still in their early stages of development and still 

require additional time and resources before they can be used in industrial settings. Regardless, 

given more time and the reducing costs of renewable electricity, the production of green 

hydrogen can become more accessible and economically viable. 
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Figure 2.2: The life cycle of green hydrogen, starting from the production to its end uses (Bianco 

& Blanco, 2020). 

 

As seen in Figure 2.2, the next step in the hydrogen life cycle is transformation, which is 

not a required step since hydrogen fuel can be used as is, but depending on the end-use case it 

may be transformed into ammonia or synthetic fuels. After the transformation step, the hydrogen 

is stored before being used. The functions of hydrogen include, but are not limited to industry, 

transportation, heating, and power generation. Despite limited infrastructure for transportation, 

ongoing development of end-use technology, and higher costs compared to other fuels, green 

hydrogen remains as a leading fuel-source for reaching NZE goals internationally. For further 
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information on end-use cases refer to section 2.3.1 Low-Carbon Hydrogen Market in the US and 

Canada.  

In summary, gray hydrogen, which is produced using fossil fuel sources, is the most 

common type of hydrogen produced but produces a substantial amount of carbon emissions. 

Blue hydrogen is similar to gray hydrogen, but utilizes carbon capture and storage to reduce 

emissions. Green hydrogen is synthesized through the process of electrolysis using low- or zero-

carbon electricity. There is a push to innovate renewable hydrogen to meet the net-zero carbon 

emission goal by 2050. Due to limited infrastructure and higher costs, green hydrogen remains a 

leading fuel source for reaching net-zero carbon emission goals internationally. 

2.2 Policy on Low-Carbon Hydrogen 

The low-carbon hydrogen market is only in the beginning stages of development, so 

country-by-country, the potential low-carbon hydrogen demand depends largely upon the 

existence of a sustainable hydrogen roadmap and its scope (Wappler et al., 2022). The regions 

that are capable of producing cheap and low-carbon hydrogen are those with existing large-scale 

wind and solar renewables and natural gas infrastructure. A few notable regions include North 

America, China, and Europe (Sadik-Zada, 2021).  

The European Union (EU) has many regions with the capacity to become self-reliant on 

renewable energy from wind, solar, hydro and geothermal resources, which can be used to 

produce low-carbon hydrogen. Transitioning the total EU hydrogen production to low-carbon 

hydrogen could be feasible given the expanding network of renewable energy in the region 

(Kakoulaki et al., 2021). The EU published the REPowerEU plan in May 2022 that reflects the 

adoption of the EU strategy on hydrogen in 2020 that created a vision for the European hydrogen 

ecosystem. This strategy explores the production and utilization of renewable energy while also 
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minimizing carbon emissions and supporting the EU economy (European Union, 2022). The EU 

Hydrogen Strategy proposed 20 action points to hold themselves accountable that includes the 

investment agenda, the boost in demand for the scale up production, design for a supportive 

framework, and implementing an international dimension. The EU strategies and standards have 

been used to model plans for the transition to renewable energy by other nations looking to 

become more sustainable.  

With the reduction in cost of sustainable energy in the past decade, green hydrogen has 

become a more viable alternative energy source. Figure 2.3 showcases how the price of 

renewable electricity has dropped since 2010 with some forms of renewable energy such as solar 

photovoltaic and offshore wind becoming cheaper than fossil fuels in 2017. To reach NZE goals, 

countries are beginning to incorporate green hydrogen into their plans for a sustainable future. 

The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) has called for the promotion of green 

hydrogen through domestic policies. The policy proposals consider each country’s ambition for 

hydrogen usage, the fair-value for hydrogen, the emissions released during the product's life 

cycle, and the pre-existing policies that support or limit hydrogens uses (IRENA, 2020).  
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Figure 2.3: Cost of Electricity Generated from Renewable Energy (IRENA, 2019). 

 

2.2.1 Policy and Roadmaps in the US 

In the US, low-carbon hydrogen is known as clean hydrogen and is defined as having a 

total life cycle emissions equal to or less than 4.0 kg of CO2e per kg of hydrogen produced. The 

federal government in recent years passed two policies and published a roadmap targeting the 

decarbonization of hydrogen and the stimulation of the clean hydrogen economy. The first bill to 

be passed was Infrastructure Investment and Jobs, or the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law (BIL), in 

2021. It granted $62 billion to the US Department of Energy to use for the development of 

renewable energy, with $9.5 billion allocated specifically to decarbonizing hydrogen. 

Additionally, the BIL also laid the groundwork for the development of regional hydrogen hubs 

which produce, consume and transport hydrogen. In early 2022, the Inflation Reduction Act 

(IRA) was passed with provisions for a clean hydrogen production tax credit to stimulate the 
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economy. The latest document that has been released by the federal government is the draft of 

the Department of Energy’s National Clean Hydrogen Strategy and Roadmap. This roadmap 

calls for more government funding for research projects, regional hubs for clean hydrogen 

production, and to lower the cost per kg of hydrogen produced to $1. Although there have been 

important steps made by the U.S. towards developing clean hydrogen, there is still no 

certification system in place to guarantee that the origin of any hydrogen fuel is renewable. 

2.2.2 Policy and Roadmaps in Canada 

 While Canada's low-carbon hydrogen market has been growing in the past years, policy and 

regulation are still loosely defined and based on standards from the EU and the US, hence, Canada uses 

both the terms “low-carbon” and “clean” hydrogen. In 2020, the Canadian government published the 

Hydrogen Strategy for Canada: a plan developed together by groups from the government, 

industry, and academia that would place hydrogen at the forefront of the country’s plans to reach 

net-zero by 2050. Canada sees the potential of the hydrogen market and plans to be a large 

exporter of clean hydrogen in the upcoming decades. By developing hydrogen technology 

earlier, Canada can use their feedstock variety to generate jobs and income. Québec has one of 

the world’s largest green hydrogen production facilities in the world and Canada plans to 

maintain the momentum by building more production plans as hydrogen becomes a larger part in 

the global NZE effort (Hydrogen Strategy for Canada, 2020). The scope of the plan includes the 

building of a domestic hydrogen supply chain, stimulating the end-use market of hydrogen, and 

creating policies and regulations to support the emerging market.  

 Although much of the current hydrogen policy remains underdeveloped, Canada has 

made an effort to decarbonize hydrogen with the Clean Fuel Standard and the $1.5 billion dollar 

Low-carbon and Zero-emissions Fuels Fund. These plans provide support for near term 
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investments into the hydrogen market and Canada will continue to push for more standardized, 

long-term policies that will be vital for the proliferation of the hydrogen market. The federal 

government has yet to create a standard for what clean hydrogen is, but regions have already 

started to create policies to regulate and standardize their hydrogen. Additionally, regional 

hydrogen hubs serve as a starting point for pilot projects and will be the grounds for the 

foundation of Canada’s hydrogen technology in the near future.  

 Canada foresees the rapid expansion of hydrogen as a fuel source in the years 2030-2050 

as the number of uses grows. They want to be prepared with a backbone of production and 

distribution infrastructure which will allow for easier and quicker adoption in the far future. 

Dedicated hydrogen pipelines will be more prevalent and clean hydrogen will become more 

accessible as a fuel source. 

2.2.3 Certificate System and Offsets 

As the term low-carbon hydrogen is relatively new, its definition varies by region and so 

does its regulation. The United States’ standards for clean (low-carbon) hydrogen are defined by 

the DOE. While the guarantee of origin and the carbon intensity standards have not been defined 

at the federal level in Canada, there is support to follow the EU CertifHy standard. Provinces 

have developed their own regulation of low-carbon hydrogen which has created a “patchwork of 

policies and regulations across jurisdictions” that will make importing and exporting energy 

difficult without a united federal definition (Hydrogen Strategy for Canada, 2020). In Figure 2.4, 

the International Organization for Standards outlined steps for creating a certification system. 
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Figure 2.4: Guidelines for creating standards based on international standards (Velazquez Abad 

& Dodds, 2020). 

 

 The certification of green hydrogen depends upon how the electricity used to create it 

was generated and certifying electricity as renewable brings its own unique challenges. 

Renewable energy comes in two forms: gas and electric and regulation of both types of energy is 

necessary but difficult as the physical characteristics of electricity and gas differ from each other. 

Velazquez Abad and Dodds (2020) organized the physical flow of hydrogen which places both 

producers and consumers in the chain. Therefore, “renewable electricity GOs can only operate in 

a book and claim approach, as it is not possible to ensure that a particular batch of electricity 

correspond to a particular source, as electrons cannot be tracked back to their origin once they 

are fed into the grid” (Velazquez Abad & Dodds, 2020). Figure 2.5 offers different chain 

approaches to guarantee the origin of hydrogen.  
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Figure 2.5: Chain of custody approaches for green hydrogen guarantees of origin (Velazquez 

Abad & Dodds, 2020). 

 

 The biggest challenge for the development of a green hydrogen standard is the regulation 

of its carbon intensity. Carbon intensity is a way to quantify how clean the electricity used is; the 

grams of CO2 released to produce a kilowatt (kWH) of electricity (National Grid, 2023). 

Although the primary goal of implementing renewable energy certificates is to monitor the 

carbon-footprint of hydrogen during production and transportation, byproduct emissions that are 

released during hydrogen consumption are difficult to quantify. Oftentimes these emissions are 

not accounted for, but they may contribute significantly to total CO2 emissions (IRENA, 2020).  
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 Across the world countries have begun to incorporate low-carbon hydrogen into their 

plans to reach net-zero. The regions that are best suited for building a low-carbon hydrogen 

industry are those with large-sale renewable energy and existing natural gas infrastructure which 

leave us with the regions identified as the EU, China and North America. In North America, 

Canada and the United States have started to pass policies to incentivize the industry and create 

plans to further the adoption of clean hydrogen. Although on a federal level in both Canada and 

the United States, there is no regulation that certifies whether the hydrogen fuel sold is renewable 

or not and clean hydrogen does not have a set regulatory definition in either the U.S. or Canada. 

However, state and provincial laws may be further developed in specific states and provide 

useful information to the project.  

2.3 Market on Low-Carbon Hydrogen 

In order to meet the NZE demands, there must be an increase in low-carbon 

manufacturing facilities, specifically for green hydrogen. To produce the forecasted demand of 

green hydrogen based on announced projects and roadmaps globally, an estimated 48-720 

gigawatts (GW) of electrolysis capacity is needed by 2030 depending on operating strategies and 

hours. Based on current existing and planned plants, meeting this goal would require an average 

manufacturing growth rate of 200% annually from 2026 to 2030 (Wappler et al., 2022). 

 A current alternative would be to switch to blue hydrogen during the transition period 

from gray to green hydrogen. There have been investments into blue hydrogen production plants; 

for example, Shell Quest and Carbon Trunk Link have financed plants in Alberta, Canada. 

However, as the cost of renewable energy continues to go down as electrolyzer capacity 

upscales, green hydrogen is becoming increasingly cheaper. Figure 2.6 shows that the predicted 

costs of green hydrogen decrease with the cost of electricity and as time passes. In order for blue 
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hydrogen to remain competitive with green hydrogen in the future there needs to be investment 

into the advancement of CCS technology to improve carbon-capture efficiency and reduce total 

cost (Tetteh and Salehi, 2022).  

 

Figure 2.6: Predicted Hydrogen Cost from 2020 to 2050 (IRENA, 2020). 

 

 

 Growth in demand for low-carbon hydrogen depends on the viability of hydrogen fuel in 

end-use case scenarios. Low-carbon hydrogen may be an optimal fuel source in industries with 

no clear path to decarbonization, including steel and cement industries (Jovan and Dolanc, 2020). 

Low-carbon hydrogen fuel application in other industries, such as the maritime shipping 

industry, rely on the development of supporting technology for its end use (Atilhan et al., 2021). 

Given the prohibitive costs and the additional technology that is necessary to develop for its use, 

opinion is divided upon whether or not to create incentives for the low-carbon hydrogen market. 

Considering the cost of green hydrogen is tied to the cost of renewable energy, there exists 

support to focus on the rollout of renewable energy first and to stimulate the low-carbon 
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hydrogen market at a later date (Sadik-Zada, 2021). However, given the limited time to meet the 

goal of NZE by 2050, there is reason to accelerate the development of the green hydrogen 

industry on both the production and usage end through incentives (Dong et al., 2022). 

2.3.1 Low-Carbon Hydrogen Market in the US and Canada 

Current demand for hydrogen in the US and Canada comes from the refining and heavy 

industry sector with an emphasis on its use as fertilizer and for chemical production, however, as 

the technology around hydrogen develops so will the scope of its market. This hydrogen by large 

is captive: produced and consumed on site. Recognizing that the growing demand for low-carbon 

hydrogen is set to increase from 91 metric tons (mt) in 2021 (IEA, 2022) to between 150 to 500 

million metric tons (MMT) by 2050 (PwC, 2023), the US Steel and Shell signed a Cooperation 

Agreement to invest in the development of clean hydrogen hubs in multiple areas of the country 

(United States Steel, 2022). As governments begin initiating sustainable energy goals and policy 

using low-carbon hydrogen, countries that are industrialized but lack the natural resources to 

produce low-carbon hydrogen would need to import it to meet demands (Wakim, 2022). 

According to IRENA's projections, by 2050 approximately 25% of the world's green hydrogen 

will be exchanged between countries, a figure comparable to the current level of international 

trade in natural gas, which stands at 33% (IRENA, 2022) 

In order for hydrogen to be a competitive fuel source, its cost must be reduced to $1 per 1 

kilogram in line with the DOE's Hydrogen Energy Earthshot plan to make clean hydrogen 

affordable (The Electrochemical Society, 2021). To reduce the cost of clean hydrogen and reach 

the DOE’s goal of producing 50 MMT of clean hydrogen by 2050 (DOE, 2022) the US 

government has begun to stimulate the industry by investing in 15 carbon projects and allocating 
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$15 billion towards innovations in research and development to decarbonize hydrogen 

(Department of Energy, 2021).  

 Multiple sectors of the economy are testing applications for low-carbon hydrogen, with 

one of the most important sectors being commercial transportation. In the US, heavy and 

medium duty vehicles account for approximately 28% of GHG emissions in transportation. With 

commercial trucks anticipated to increase travel mileage by 60%, the US is motivated to shift to 

clean hydrogen and electric fuel cells to reduce petroleum consumption and emissions. Studies 

show that shifting to electric fuel cell trucks with onboard hydrogen storage would not 

significantly compromise performance as most vehicles can meet 90% of their daily route 

requirements in the US after switching (Kast et al., 2017).  

 The decarbonization of commercial shipping methods is a crucial aspect of achieving 

NZE goals, and while electrification may not be a viable solution, the use of low-carbon 

hydrogen as an alternative fuel source is emerging as a promising option, according to recent 

studies. Commercial shipping methods, such as maritime freight and air freight are not quick to 

electrify and will require the use of alternative fuels to meet NZE goals (Feldmann et al., 2023). 

Maritime shipping, which accounts for a quarter of all emissions from the global transportation 

sector, will rely heavily upon low-carbon hydrogen to decarbonize in the upcoming decades. Due 

to the relative ease of retrofitting ships with hydrogen fuel cells, approximately 99% of voyages 

between the United States and China could switch to hydrogen fuel soon (O’Neil and Reinsch, 

2021). Barriers remain when using hydrogen as fuel source for commercial shipping; one of 

which being the need for innovative bunkering infrastructure for maritime shipping (Hoecke et 

al., 2021). Despite its drawbacks, low-carbon hydrogen is one of the leading alternative fuels for 
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the shipping industry and will remain important to it and other sectors to decarbonize by the 

2050 deadline. 

The use of low-carbon hydrogen as an alternative fuel source is emerging as a promising 

option to achieve net-zero emissions (NZE) goals. US Steel and Shell have invested in the 

creation of clean hydrogen hubs across various regions in the United States. Furthermore, the US 

government has taken steps to promote the industry by investing in 15 decarbonizing hydrogen 

projects and committing $15 billion to research and development initiatives aimed at 

decarbonizing hydrogen. The use of low-carbon hydrogen as an alternative fuel source in the 

commercial transportation industry is emerging as a promising option, particularly in the 

maritime shipping sector. However, there are barriers to using hydrogen as a fuel source, one of 

which being the need for innovative bunkering infrastructure for maritime shipping. 

2.4 Barriers of Low-Carbon Hydrogen 

As low-carbon hydrogen is a new technology, its adoption faces many challenges. 

Regulatory, economic, technological, and infrastructural barriers hinder further adoption of low-

carbon hydrogen technology. As previously mentioned, each country has their own set of 

policies surrounding the production, usage, and regulation of low-carbon hydrogen. As a result, 

to comply with a specific country’s regulations, low-carbon hydrogen producers may find 

themselves locked into selling to only certain regions.  

The lack of a harmonized international standard for production and sustainability of green 

hydrogen leads to difficulties in selling across borders. Specific regions could only buy from 

producers who meet their carbon intensity standards, which could result in artificially higher 

prices (Sailer et al., 2022). IRENA’s 2020 Green Hydrogen Cost Reduction: Scaling up 

Electrolysers to Meet the 1.50C Climate Goal report points out the difficulty of ensuring the 
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entire process of green hydrogen is completely sustainable. For example, if the electricity used to 

produce hydrogen is sourced from fossil fuels, countries will categorize hydrogen differently 

(Bianco and Blanco, 2020). In extreme cases, many companies, such as Fusion-Fuel who want to 

ensure that their hydrogen is completely green, are pushed towards producing their own 

electricity through on-site solar power (Fusion-Fuel, 2021). 

Beyond the lack of consistent international policies surrounding green hydrogen and the 

challenge that creating a universal standard would entail, the adoption of green hydrogen 

struggles to compete with fossil fuels. IRENA outlines a few additional obstacles in their 2020 

Guide to Policy Making Report, one of which is the high production cost. Bianco and Blanco 

(2020) found that hydrogen fuel cells can be 1.5 to 2 times more expensive than their fossil fuel 

counterparts and the production of synthetic fuel with hydrogen is 8 times higher than fossil jet 

fuels. This expense may be a strong deterrent to nations who lack financial resources to dedicate 

to a technology that is still in development regardless of the long-term benefits. Without the 

policy support and the current cost, low-carbon hydrogen is barely an economically viable fuel 

source. In Jovan and Dolanc’s (2020) analysis of green hydrogen’s economic viability, they 

found that green hydrogen struggles to compete with the cost of fossil fuels in many sectors, 

which include the industries in heat generation and heat stock.  

However, there is a growing niche for green hydrogen in the transportation market. 

Within the Solvanian market, Jovan and Dolanc (2020) found that if green hydrogen fuel were 

excluded from taxes, it could be a cheaper alternative for transportation than Euro-super 95 and 

diesel. Although low-carbon hydrogen was cheaper than the mentioned fuels, that price was only 

possible by excluding the value-added tax, meaning that significant incentives are needed for 
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low-carbon hydrogen to be viable. Efforts can be made to convert natural gas infrastructure to be 

functioning hydrogen-based ones, but inadequate changes can lead to leakage and losses of yield. 

Hydrogen has a short-term warming effect of a few decades that could contribute to 

climate change if the small particles are handled improperly and allowed to escape (Ocko and 

Hamburg, 2022). This leakage leads to the release of unintended emissions into the atmosphere 

which reduces the overall impact of switching from fossil fuels to low-carbon hydrogen to 

cutting CO2 emissions by half. Therefore, Ocko and Hamburg have proposed that the best plan 

of action for hydrogen consumption offsets is to build infrastructure with anti-leakage measures 

and start tracking the warming effect of gases that also have a short and medium term impact. To 

realize the full benefits of green hydrogen, countries and companies must invest into dedicated 

infrastructure and innovation.  

Low-carbon hydrogen technology faces various challenges in terms of regulatory, 

economic, technological, and infrastructural barriers. Each country’s policies for the production, 

usage, and regulation of low-carbon hydrogen make it difficult for energy producers to sell 

across borders, and the lack of consistent international policies and a universal standard for 

production or sustainability poses difficulty in ensuring the entire process of green hydrogen is 

sustainable. Moreover, high production costs and lack of infrastructure make it harder for green 

hydrogen to compete with other fuel sources. Despite green hydrogen being cheaper in some 

cases, it requires significant incentives to be viable. Furthermore, hydrogen has a short-term 

warming effect that could contribute to climate change if not handled properly. Thus, investing 

in dedicated infrastructure and innovation is necessary to realize the full benefits of green 

hydrogen. 
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2.5 Taiwan’s Current Energy Overview 

2.5.1 Taiwan’s Energy Usage and Production 

Taiwan’s demand for energy continues to grow while its domestic resources remain 

limited. Around 98% of its energy is imported and the remaining 2% is produced domestically 

(Bureau of Energy, 2022). Taiwan heavily relies on imported crude oil, coal, and natural gas to 

meet their energy needs, with their main trading partners being Saudi Arabia and Australia for oil 

and natural gas and coal respectively (Bureau of Energy, 2022). Industrial products are the main 

focus of their economy with around 51% of their exports being integrated circuits and other 

electronics (Observatory of Economic Complexity, 2020). Figure 2.7, exhibits Taiwan’s 

industrial sector, in which they consume 62.3% of their total energy (Bureau of Energy, 2022).  

 

 

Figure 2.7: Domestic Energy Consumption by Sector (Bureau of Energy, 2022). 
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Also seen in Figure 2.8, growing from 4.8% in 2016, only 6% of Taiwan’s electricity 

came from renewable energy sources in 2021. Although there has been a slight increase in the 

use of renewable energy, the majority of their electricity is still generated from coal and natural 

gas, which contributes to GHG emissions. Taiwan is currently highly dependent on imported, 

unsustainable energy, but it has implemented policies to encourage the importation and domestic 

production of more renewable energies in an effort to reach NZE by 2050. 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Total Electricity Generation by Type (Bureau of Energy, 2021). 

 

2.5.2 Promoting Renewable Energy in Taiwan 

In Taiwan, there are several key government agencies, private companies, and research 

institutions that are actively promoting the use and development of renewable energy. The 

Bureau of Energy (BOE), a subsection of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, has set a goal to 

reach NZE by 2050 with renewable energies comprising 60-70% of electricity generation 

(Bureau of Energy, 2023). The BOE is responsible for implementing policies and regulations to 
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encourage investment in renewable energy projects. For example, they have created tax 

incentives for companies to invest in renewable energy, subsidies for equipment purchases for 

renewable energy projects, and the Feed-in Tariff (FiT) Program which provides a fixed payment 

to renewable energy producers for every unit of electricity they generate (Bureau of Energy, 

March 2022).  

Multiple organizations under the Taiwanese government have collaborated to develop a 

roadmap called the Phased Goals and Actions Toward Net-Zero Transition, current as of Dec 28, 

2022, which outlines 12 Key Strategies for achieving net-zero emissions in Taiwan by 2050. At 

the Net-Zero City Conference held on March 29, 2023, our team obtained a draft document from 

the Bureau of Energy detailing Key Strategy #2, the Hydrogen Strategy. This document 

discusses the short-term plans from 2023 to 2030 for using hydrogen in various sectors such as 

power generation, steelmaking, and hydrogen vehicle demonstrations. Spanning the years from 

2031 to 2050, Taiwan plans to generate 9-12% of power from hydrogen, to create more H2 based 

industry manufacturing processes, and pass regulations for hydrogen vehicles. Additionally, the 

Bureau of Energy plans to collaborate with other countries to create a hydrogen supply chain and 

evaluate details of hydrogen importation, such as the safety evaluation of liquefied H2 

infrastructures, tanks, and pipelines. To oversee these developments, the Ministry of Economic 

Affairs (MOEA) has established the Hydrogen Energy Promotion Taskforce consisting of 7 

government entities with different focuses on developing hydrogen energy. The plan aims to 

enhance R&D capabilities, establish regulations, collaborate with foreign countries for hydrogen 

supply, and strengthen technical expertise. It emphasizes using hydrogen-blending co-

combustion for power generation and low-carbonization in industrial manufacturing. The plan 

includes short-term, medium-term, and long-term goals for hydrogen supply, such as domestic 
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gray hydrogen production, hydrogen importation, and gradually transitioning to domestically 

produced hydrogen. Infrastructure construction will be evaluated in alignment with the hydrogen 

supply and application field. 

 Many private industrial companies have also invested in renewable energies to take 

advantage of financial benefits from the BOE. One of the key research institutions paving the 

way for technical advancements in renewable energy is the Industrial Technology Research 

Institute (ITRI), a non-profit research institute which has developed technologies for solar power, 

wind power, and energy management systems. They also work closely with the government to 

plan policies encouraging renewable energy in the industrial sector (ITRI, 2022). The Taiwan 

Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC) has committed to using 100% renewable 

energy by the end of 2050 and has purchased many long-term renewable energy purchase 

contracts, renewable energy certificates, and carbon credits to help prompt renewable energy in 

Taiwan’s industrial sector (Line and Sun, 2020). The Taiwan Renewable Energy Certification 

Center (T-REC) is the government entity responsible for issuing renewable energy certificates 

for companies that use wind, solar, geothermal, biomass and hydro power. They are currently 

developing a certification system for sourcing low-carbon hydrogen energy, which is where our 

research with TIER will be applied. Another one of Taiwan’s main policies involving low-

carbon hydrogen energy is The Energy Transition Promotion Scheme by the Ministry of 

Economic Affairs which outlines goals to set a target of 20% renewable energy generation by 

2025, increase natural gas usage, reduce coal generated electricity, and stop the use of nuclear 

energy (Ministry of Economic Affairs, 2023). Taiwan has also developed many key international 

partnerships with Japan, South Korea, the US, and Australia to share knowledge and expertise in 

the development of low carbon hydrogen energy technologies. 
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Low-carbon hydrogen technology faces various challenges such as regulatory, economic, 

and technological barriers. The lack of consistent international policies and the high production 

cost are some of the major obstacles to the adoption of green hydrogen. Without policy support 

and cost efficiency, low-carbon hydrogen is not an economically viable fuel source. Taiwan's 

energy demand heavily relies on imported crude oil, coal, and natural gas, with renewable energy 

sources contributing only 6% of their total electricity generation in 2021. The country has 

implemented policies to reach NZE by 2050 and various agencies, private companies, and 

research institutions are promoting the use and development of renewable energy. Renewable 

hydrogen is still an emerging technology, but its potential as a low-carbon and sustainable 

energy source is rapidly gaining attention worldwide. Taiwan is making significant progress in 

developing strategies to use hydrogen as a low-carbon and sustainable energy source. By 

investing early on in the development of renewable hydrogen technology, Taiwan has the 

potential to decarbonize its economy in the future and play a significant role in global efforts to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
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3.0 Methodology 

The goal of this project was to analyze policy on the certification of low-carbon hydrogen 

production in the United States and Canada to assist the Taiwan Institute of Economic Research 

(TIER) in creating policy to certify the low-carbon hydrogen production and to stimulate the 

low-carbon industry. To achieve this goal, the following objectives were set: 

(1) Understand the US and Canada’s current clean hydrogen policies and what certification 

systems exist for tracing the origin of clean hydrogen. 

(2) Analyze the potential applications for clean hydrogen based on policy goals in the US 

and Canada. 

 

 To achieve our goal, we met these two objectives by conducting archival research from 

sources such as governmental agencies and peer-reviewed journals, reviews of current press 

reports, and conducting semi-standardized interviews with government officials, leaders in 

industry, and academic scholars. By gathering data from different sources, we triangulated, or 

confirmed the validity of our data, to increase the confidence of our conclusions and reduce 

possible error (Berg & Lune, 2017, Ch. 8.1). The gathered data gave high credibility to the 

motivations, roadmaps, and market demands of clean hydrogen in the US and Canada.  

 Although we considered conducting surveys as they are a common and quick method to 

obtain data, they are not reliable. Oftentimes surveys are voluntary and require a strategic set of 

questions that ensure participants answer each question to the fullest extent (Berg & Lune, 2017, 

Ch. 4.5). A benefit of questionnaire surveys is that they are easy to distribute and far-reaching, 

but the response rate is relatively low as participation is entirely optional. Moreover, subjects 

may not have time or see any benefit to participating in our study. The previous team sponsored 
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by TIER organized and conducted surveys; Gong et al. (2022) received a low response rate of 

8.18% out of the 98 individuals contacted for their investigation into stakeholders of the US 

Carbon Offset Market. They were not able to collect enough data to perform any substantial 

analysis. Considering the limitations of surveys, our team believed that in order to collect a 

larger quantity of data our time and efforts were better allocated elsewhere. Thus, we focused on 

creating well-detailed questions to be asked during our semi-standardized interviews.  

3.1 Archival Research 

Our team investigated the existing research surrounding low-carbon hydrogen, including 

its production, efficiency, possible uses, and the current policies and roadmaps created by 

governmental bodies. We used the method of archival research to gain an understanding of the 

different stances on clean hydrogen in the US and Canada and the forecasted development of the 

market to guide Taiwan in the creation of a certification process for low-carbon hydrogen.  

3.1.1 Scholarly Papers 

As the process of synthesizing low-carbon hydrogen becomes more efficient, multiple 

applications have been proposed. One of our primary methods to learn more about low-carbon 

hydrogen was to read peer-reviewed research papers on three of the following topics: the 

synthesis, efficiency, and potential market demand of low-carbon hydrogen.  

To be effective in our research, we read and summarized multiple sources for each of the 

topics above to produce a more accurate view on the topic. As the research that discusses the 

applications of low-carbon hydrogen as a fuel source and by extension its efficiency is relatively 

novel, we found multiple peer-reviewed papers on the same topic to confirm credibility. It was 

important that we triangulated our sources to reduce selection bias in our research. For the data 
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we collected, we categorized and summarized it, through the use of diagrams and tables, to draw 

our own conclusions. 

Although research papers helped us understand low-carbon hydrogen from a technical 

perspective, they could not help us in every avenue. There was the possibility that the research 

we needed had not been conducted and reviewed yet, so we needed to pivot from the discussion 

of certain end-applications of low-carbon hydrogen. We proceeded to investigate the political 

state of low-carbon hydrogen to learn about the developing incentives for market adoption and 

the certifications passed to verify its quality of origin.  

3.1.2 Government Publications  

Reading existing policy through the United States’ and Canada’s government 

publications provided an understanding of the current regulatory framework surrounding 

hydrogen energy. In addition to reviewing the documents, the team took notes to be used for 

reference. Our policy research concentrated on two primary areas; first, the methods used by the 

US and Canada to verify the origin of renewable hydrogen and second, the policies that 

encourage companies to establish infrastructure for the production of and technology for the use 

of hydrogen. These policies are public records that contain official primary information from 

knowledgeable organizations that “often convey important and useful information that a 

researcher can effectively use as data'' (Berg & Lune, 2017, Ch. 8.1).  

By reviewing US and Canadian public policy, we gained insight into the approaches that 

have worked well and what has not. This research was used to inform TIER about policies 

regarding low-carbon hydrogen in the US and Canada to identify potential best practices for the 

production and importation of low-carbon hydrogen in Taiwan. Additionally, reading existing 

policies from other countries provided insight into the broader global trends and developments in 
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low-carbon hydrogen energy which can help shape more comprehensive and forward-looking 

policy in Taiwan. 

Our team was invited to attend the 2023 Net Zero City Exposition at the Taipei Nangang 

Exhibition Center on March 29, 2023 to understand Taiwan’s current projects and progress on 

transitioning to sustainable energy. The booths that were visited were Taiwan’s Green Trade, 

Bureau of Energy, Ministry of Economic Affairs, and the Taiwan External Trade Development. 

At these booths, governmental official documents were gathered on the strategies, roadmaps, and 

developing policies on the transition to low-carbon hydrogen. The information was then used to 

aid in background research for the literature review, as well as to help our group understand the 

current situation of low-carbon hydrogen in Taiwan so we can identify the most relevant findings 

from the US and Canada to share with TIER.  

3.1.3 Press Reports 

As low-carbon hydrogen is part of an emerging market, it is important to stay up to date 

with current events to gain a better understanding of the sector as a whole. To achieve this goal, 

our research process involved reading and analyzing newspaper articles, publications in energy 

industry journals, and websites specializing in news on energy. Using press reports, we collected 

data on recently announced policy proposals, progressing projects, and opinion pieces published 

by key business stakeholders. Press reports were used to identify patterns and trends in the low-

carbon hydrogen market. By looking at multiple sources, we were able to fill any knowledge 

gaps in coverage and find inconsistencies in our archival research. Current reporting also has the 

advantage of being up to date. Examples of our sources were well-trusted news organizations 

such as the New York Times, Wall-Street Journal, and Bloomberg, as well as more energy-

focused publications such as the Clean Energy Wire (CLEW) and the Hydrogen Fuel News 
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website. The information from these press reports were cross-referenced with our archival 

research to raise the credibility of our work and strengthen our conclusions. 

 Since press reports were a secondary source of gathered information, they were less 

reliable than other methods of research. They were written by “people [or corporations] with 

obvious and unreliable prejudices” who were “... ‘cleaning’ the record against future 

examination” (Berg and Lune, 2017, Ch. 8.4). The reliability of reports was limited because 

press reports generally tend to be broad and vague. They are at high risk for bias as a 

consequence of personal or corporate interest and lack scrutiny due to absence of peer-review in 

the publication process. While reviewing reports, the team considered how and in what way the 

author was trying to influence the reader and remained cautious not to use unverified arguments 

as a basis for our research.  

3.1.4 Roadmaps in the US and Canada 

Roadmaps provided a clear and concise overview of the goals, timelines, and steps 

required to achieve a specific objective. They are often created through collaboration with a wide 

range of stakeholders from various industries working towards a common goal. By analyzing 

roadmaps on hydrogen energy from the US and Canada, we gained insight into market 

developments and future policy proposals, as well as any barriers that needed to be addressed. 

The potential challenges that low-carbon hydrogen energy may face are technical, economic, 

regulatory, or societal in nature, and roadmaps took many of these possibilities into 

consideration. Furthermore, roadmaps track the progress and implementation of renewable 

hydrogen energy policy over time, which provides valuable data for comparative analysis and 

evaluating the effectiveness of policy implementation. 
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  Roadmaps are also public archives that were easy for our team to access and provided 

“large quantities of inexpensive data” with the benefit that “archival material is virtually 

nonreactive to the presence of investigators” (Berg & Lune, 2017, Ch. 8.1). Another benefit of 

utilizing this type of archival data was that this information is meant to be shared and widely 

spread by the public to increase the awareness of renewable hydrogen energy. 

3.1.5 Limitations of Archival Research 

One major drawback to archival research was limited information, as existing documents 

may not always provide a complete explanation of the current state of clean hydrogen in the US 

and Canada. Furthermore, when examining how policy from the US and Canada can be applied 

to Taiwan, we acknowledged that some policies and systems were not directly applicable due to 

differences in geography, culture, and economic and political structures.  

It was understood that some existing documents were outdated, particularly in newly or 

rapidly developing sectors like the low-carbon hydrogen landscape. Furthermore, reading the 

preexisting journals was a time-consuming process, especially when considering policies that 

tend to be lengthy or complex. 

Archival research is subject to selection bias, “occurring when the nonrandom selection 

of cases results in inferences, based on the resulting sample, which are not statistically 

representative of the population” (Lustick, 1996). To combat selection bias, we triangulated our 

research by finding multiple sources from archival research, press reports, and interviews, to 

gather varying perspectives on each topic that increased the credibility of our conclusions. There 

was a possibility that “archives may be the wrong source of data for some other questions” (Berg 

& Lune, 2017, Ch. 8), for we could not ask our own questions to experts using archival research 

like we did during interviews or stay up-to-date on developing projects as we can with press 
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reports. The sources we required to answer our questions were not published yet, so we used 

additional methods outside of archival research to collect data. 

3.2 Interviews 

To gain first-hand accounts from experts on low-carbon hydrogen, our team aimed to 

conduct semi-standardized interviews with subjects from three groups of interest: governmental 

agencies, industry leaders, and academics. Government agencies provided insight on what 

industry sectors the government wants to incentivize low-carbon energy usage in and to what 

extent policy accelerated its adoption. Industry leaders provided feedback on how policy affects 

business operations and their perspective on the future of the low-carbon hydrogen industry. 

From academics, we derived information on their specific field of expertise and obtained more 

technical knowledge on low-carbon hydrogen developments.  

The following is a list of key players from each group identified: governmental agencies 

including the DOE and Natural Resources Canada (NRCan); industrial leaders from Fuel Cell 

Energy, Bakken Energy, Air Liquide, etc.; and academics sourced from the articles we reviewed 

and from professors at Worcester Polytechnic Institute and other accredited universities. The 

three groups identified play a significant role in the low-carbon hydrogen industry and by 

gathering these differing perspectives, we gained a more balanced and nuanced view on the low-

carbon hydrogen sector.  

 Interviews filled knowledge gaps left by archival research and reinforced our findings. 

Although they may have come from the same area of expertise and held similar opinions, these 

individuals performed differently during interviews and provided different narratives, thereby 

giving us greater insights. Semi-standardized interviews also allowed us to gather richer data 

about each group working with low-carbon hydrogen, as we asked specific questions based on 
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their specialty. Berg and Lune (2017, Ch. 4.3) specifically mentioned that interviews give us a 

glimpse into how people think. 

3.2.1 Data Collection for Interviews 

In order to find and interview subjects from the groups identified above, we used a 

combination of searching through websites from governmental agencies, databases of ongoing 

low-carbon hydrogen projects, online networking websites such as LinkedIn and contacting 

authors of relevant papers. The targeted interviewees were contacted via email utilizing the email 

template in Appendix A.1, and if they chose to participate in our study, then they were responded 

with an email outlined in Appendix A.2. If the interviewee was only able to be contacted on 

LinkedIn, Appendix B outlined the message template that was sent. Once the interviewees were 

contacted and accepted the interview request, we coordinated a time with the interviewee to 

meet. Potential interviewees were contacted from week one to week four, and two follow up 

emails were sent, Appendix A.3, one week after the previous email if no response was received. 

Seventy-five individuals were contacted, and Appendix C lists all of the individuals who 

accepted our interview requests. 

Since we were in Taiwan, we were unable to hold any in-person interviews. As a result, 

all communication was set in the interviewees' time zones for their convenience and the 

interviews themselves were conducted virtually via Zoom. Before we began the interview, the 

interviewee reviewed the consent form, seen in Appendix D, which permitted us to use their 

words as data for the study.  

Appendix E, F, and G outlined sample guided interview questions that were directed to 

the three different types of individuals we wished to interview. Since our interviews were semi-

standardized, not all of the questions were always asked. As more information was understood, 
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more valuable questions were spontaneously asked amidst the interview, and questions may be 

revised in between interviews. Appendix H outlines the specific questions that were asked to 

each interviewee.  

Interviewees were able to end the interview at any time for any reason. While conducting 

interviews, we recorded the whole session, via video and audio recording and took notes on any 

comments we found particularly intriguing or insightful. We also used external webcams and 

microphones to ensure our interviews were of a high transmission quality. At the conclusion of 

the project, all videos were deleted to protect the privacy of our interviewees. 

 While conducting all our interviews, we followed Berg and Lune’s (2017, Ch. 4.5) 

suggestions on interviewing to ensure that the interviewee was respected. We set an environment 

for the interview by asking a non-topic specific question before the interview began. In Berg and 

Lune’s (2017, Ch. 4.5) Qualitative Research Methods for the Social Sciences, “this [setting the 

environment for a conducive interview] can be accomplished by reducing many of the responses 

to either affirmative (yes), negative (no), no clear response (unclear), or a very brief excerpt (no 

more than one sentence)”. In other words, the interview was structured with open-ended 

questions throughout, allowing for extensive elaboration from the interviewee for each question. 

Diving into the purpose of the interview, the interviewees were asked specific questions 

based on their current position, prior qualifications, and assumed knowledge through background 

research that was conducted on each interview subject prior to the interview date. As we were 

planning to interview subjects from government agencies, industry, and academia, we asked 

them questions in regard to the promotion of sustainable energy, market barriers under current 

and developing legislation, the advancement of low-carbon hydrogen technology, and in what 
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ways sustainable forms of energy were being used. At the end of the interview, we asked for any 

suggestions for additional sources and interview subjects whom they could connect us with. 

3.2.2 Data Analysis for Interviews 

 The data collected from interviews was triangulated with information from archival 

research. Berg and Lune (2017, Ch. 4.16) have identified that “answers like these will not offer 

much information during analysis,” “these” referring to monosyllabic responses such as yes or 

no. Therefore, the responses collected will allow for the collection of more in-depth data since 

we asked open-ended questions. The data that was analyzed were the video recordings and real-

time notes from the interviews. 

With the data gathered from different governmental agencies, industry leaders, and 

academics, we conducted a content analysis: one of the most useful methods of qualitative data 

analysis, suggested by Berg and Lune (2017, Ch. 4.16). Firstly, the collected data was tagged to 

generalize the type of information we received. Second, this information was categorized into 

generalized groups to allow for the sorting of information in an organized manner. The data was 

inputted into a spreadsheet program, such as Microsoft Excel or Google Sheets. We further 

analyzed the data by identifying patterns in the opinions on sustainable energy policies, 

production, and uses. Ultimately, we represented the data through tables and graphs comparing 

different subjects' opinions on low-carbon hydrogen. As there was no clear international 

definition on the type of hydrogen that is classified under “clean”, we created a table on how 

each region defined “clean hydrogen”. We also visualized the market sectors that are best suited 

for making the transition to low-carbon hydrogen using diagrams and maps.  
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3.2.3 Limitations of Interviews 

 Multiple limitations arose during the gathering of data through interviewing. The 

interview process required significant time and effort and due to added difficulty in connecting 

with high officials from government agencies and companies or with academics with limited 

time, this challenge was exacerbated. In addition to the time constraints of our project, the typical 

response rate for interviews was predicted to be low. Industry leaders were especially hard to 

connect with, due to some hesitancy with breaching their company’s non-disclosure agreements. 

As seen with the previous IQP group’s project sponsored by TIER, they received a response rate 

of 16% from a contact pool of 56 interviewees (Gong et al., 2022). Thus, we anticipated that the 

response rate for our interviews would not be high, and it was important that the interviews we 

conducted were thorough and productive.  

In general, interviews do not provide an objective view of the subject; it only gave a 

single perspective that the interviewee themselves shared on low-carbon hydrogen. 

Consequently, responses were biased as interviewees could only provide us with information that 

they were privy to and that suited their best interests (Berg & Lune, 2017, Ch. 4.18). The 

challenge was to effectively incorporate interviewees' opinions on low-carbon hydrogen despite 

their potential bias towards a particular position as their opinions may lean heavily in favor of 

one position or another without supporting evidence.  

Another significant challenge we encountered was the inability to gather all the pertinent 

information from interviewees due to their reluctance to disclose certain details. Especially since 

we planned to record our interviews, some individuals did not feel comfortable enough to share 

specific information that could have been beneficial to our research (Berg & Lune, 2017, Ch. 
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4.18). As interviewers, we tried our best to foster an environment in which the subject could feel 

comfortable enough to divulge sensitive information on low-carbon hydrogen. 

3.3 Final Deliverables 

We were able to meet the goals of this project in its limited time span through an 

organized Gantt Chart, seen in Appendix I. It outlined the timeline and length of each task to 

complete during our stay in Taiwan. The necessary tasks were identified into five categories: 

Archival Research, Interviews, Data Analysis, Check-Ins, and Report. Weekly meetings with 

TIER’s liaison, Jean Yi-Chun Hsieh, and her team were scheduled to give updates on reports and 

progress on our findings, and bi-weekly meetings with Dr. Yenhwa Chen were scheduled for 

formal presentations. All meetings with TIER were collaborative and conversational, where 

feedback was given to the team to improve our work for the next week. The schedule of the 

Gantt Chart was thoroughly followed, as it was the best method for our group to be sure that 

tasks were completed on time. 

Our final deliverable to TIER was a series of reports that entailed the statuses of clean 

hydrogen progress in the US and Canada, in which the information was gathered through 

archival research of scholarly papers, governmental documents, press reports, and interviews. A 

general report of the US and Canada was made, followed by four regions in each country: 

California, Texas, Hawaii, and Colorado in the US, and Alberta, Ontario, British Columbia, and 

Quebec in Canada. These regions were selected based on their demonstrated commitment to low-

carbon hydrogen development, as evidenced by their public policies, roadmaps, and current 

demonstration projects for low-carbon hydrogen. These reports included the market trends, 

regulations, policies, and projects for low-carbon and green hydrogen in each region and were 
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given during each weekly sponsor meeting and were summarized in a final presentation. Any 

external resources were cited throughout each report. The following final regional reports can be 

found in Appendix J. All the reports and their additional resources were compiled in a Google 

Drive folder. 
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4.0 Results 

 The team observed the policies and market demands in the United States and Canada and 

selected four regions in each country to conduct research and construct detailed reports: 

California, Colorado, Hawaii, and Texas in the US, and Alberta, British Columbia, Ontario, and 

Québec in Canada. The following section contains the findings from our research for each 

country and region in addition to our interviews that were conducted. 

4.1 Archival Results 

 Most of the archival results came from government roadmaps with some policies found 

on the government’s websites. Most policies found were published recently, being passed within 

the last 3 years, with the exception of Hawaii and California who started their hydrogen 

investment early, so the effectiveness of most policies is still unknown. Many regions still lack 

hydrogen specific policies but have clean energy policies that may apply to hydrogen. Some 

regions have highlighted policies around renewable electricity that can contribute to the 

production of green hydrogen. Any relevant information pertaining to hydrogen or renewable 

electricity that could be used to produce hydrogen were recorded in reports that are found in 

Appendix J. 

4.1.1 United States Results 

In the United States, most policies at the federal level targeting clean hydrogen are still in 

development or were only passed in the last two years. The push to speed-up the adoption of 

clean hydrogen began in November 2021 with the passing of the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law 

that created the initiative for the regional hubs. Following the BIL, the Inflation Reduction Act 
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was passed which created a production tax credit for clean hydrogen which gives tax credit per 

kg of hydrogen produced back to companies depending on the quantity CO2e produced. Lastly, 

was the US DOE National Clean Hydrogen Strategy and Roadmap which established three goals 

in the US: funding clean hydrogen projects, HydrogenShot (reducing cost of hydrogen to $1 per 

kg) and the development of hydrogen hubs. 

The clean hydrogen definition was set by the US DOE in past policies and in the 

proposed Clean Hydrogen Production Standard (CHPS) draft. It is defined as hydrogen produced 

with an amount equal to or under 4.0 CO2e life cycle emissions as counted by the US GREET 

model produced by the Argonne Lab. CHPS is an emissions-based regulation that acts as a 

guideline for the DOE’s when choosing hydrogen projects to fund and is subject to change. 

Currently, there is no guarantee of origin (GO) scheme in the United States, however, it is 

possible that the US will adopt CertifHy, a scheme used by the European Union to certify 

renewable hydrogen. Recently, the federal government's action towards decarbonizing hydrogen 

has been significant, with the DOE allocating over $7 billion dollars in funding for hydrogen 

hubs alone, in addition to other hydrogen decarbonization projects. This investment provides a 

crucial foundation for supporting the implementation of new policies at the state level, as well as 

reinforcing existing ones, in order to facilitate the transition towards clean hydrogen.  
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Table 4.1: A comparison of US federal and state policy. 

 FEDERAL U.S. CALIFORNIA COLORADO HAWAII  TEXAS 

GUARANTEE OF 

ORIGIN 

No GO scheme  Low Carbon Fuel 

Standard (LCFS) 

No GO scheme No GO scheme  No GO scheme 

EMISSION 

STANDARDS 

Clean Hydrogen 

Production 

Standard (CHPS) 

draft 

Follows CHPS  Follows CHPS   

HYDROGEN FUEL  Hydrogen Strategy 

Act of 2021 

 Hawaii Renewable 

Hydrogen 

Program 2006 

 

HYDROGEN FUEL 

CELL VEHICLES 

 Requirement,  

Rebate, Grant, 

Program 

Grant, Loans, 

Rebates 

License Tax,  

Fee, Rebate, 

Requirement, 

Program 

Incentives. Grant, 

INDUSTRY  Scoping Plan 2022   Alternative 

Fueling Facilities 

Program,  

INFRASTRUCTURE  The Energy and 

Climate Change 

Budget Bill 

   

RESEARCH & 

INVESTING 

National Clean 

Hydrogen Strategy 

and Roadmap 

 

The Energy and 

Climate Change 

Budget Bill 

Colorado 

Hydrogen Plan 

Roadmap 

Hydrogen 

Investment Capital 

Special Fund 2006 

 

TAX CREDITS Production Tax 

Credit (IRA) 2022  

 Zero Emission 

Vehicle Tax 

Credits 

  

ELECTRICITY    Renewable 

Portfolio Standard 

Renewable 

Portfolio Standard, 

Renewable Energy 

Credit 

HYDROGEN HUB DOE Funds 

Hydrogen Hubs 

Applied  Applied Applied Applied 

 

California  

In California, early efforts to accelerate the adoption of hydrogen fuel have been focused 

primarily on alternative fuel vehicles (AFV) and zero-emission vehicles (ZEV) which includes 
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fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV) that are powered by hydrogen. To incentivize the adoption of 

FCEVs, California has passed multiple policies and created programs. Included in these policies 

are rebates for ZEV parts, requirements for states to acquire ZEVs, grants to build fueling and 

parking infrastructure. These efforts have helped California become the state with the leading 

number of ZEVs and FCEVs.  

In terms of a guarantee of origin scheme, California has the Low Carbon Fuel Standard 

(LCFS). LCFS is a comprehensive program that includes a certification process for the 

production of clean hydrogen, a requirement for transportation producers and importers to reduce 

carbon intensity of their fuels, and a tradable certificate system. The tradable certificate system 

allows clean hydrogen producers to apply for credits equivalent to a reduction of 1 metric ton of 

CO2e. Tradable certificates can then be sold to companies obligated to meet carbon intensity 

reduction goals. This approach allows the market to set the cost of renewable energy while 

simultaneously creating a baseline demand for it.  

In addition to the LCFS, California has also been stimulating the industry for clean 

hydrogen through the Energy and Climate Change Budget bill and Scoping Plan of 2022. The 

Energy and Climate Change Budget bill creates the fund for projects that focus on the 

production, transportation, storage, and use of clean hydrogen. Combining funding for projects 

with the Scoping Plan of 2022, which sets clean hydrogen usage requirements by industry, and 

the Hydrogen Hub they plan to build, California has set itself up to adopting hydrogen into its 

net-zero goals. Refer to Appendix J.2 for the full report. 

Colorado 

Colorado is focused on developing hydrogen for transportation, with a plan to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions by 26% by 2025, 50% by 2030, and 90% by 2050. The state's energy 
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office has released a low-carbon hydrogen roadmap, identifying hydrogen as a key fuel for 

reducing emissions in hard-to-electrify sectors beyond 2030. The Colorado Hydrogen Network is 

a non-profit, membership-based hydrogen advocacy organization that promotes the 

environmental and economic benefits of hydrogen and fuel cell technology. The Colorado 

Department of Revenue provides forms for registering motor vehicles with spaces for reporting 

the use of alternative fuels, while the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment 

can issue grants, loans, and rebates through the Clean Fleet Enterprise to help businesses and 

government entities replace their fleet vehicles with clean vehicles. NREL's Hydrogen 

Infrastructure Testing and Research Facility in Golden, Colorado, develops, quantifies 

performance of, and improves renewable hydrogen production methods. Refer to Appendix J.3 

for the full report. 

Hawaii  

 Hawaii is a state heavily reliant on importing fossil fuel to power itself. To reduce 

reliance on fossil fuels to reduce cost of energy in the long term and meet net–zero goals, Hawaii 

has invested in clean hydrogen. Hawaii began investing in clean hydrogen in 2006 with the 

creation of the Hawaii Renewable Hydrogen Program and the Hydrogen Investment Capital 

Special Fund. The Hawaii Renewable Hydrogen Program was a comprehensive plan spanning 

from 2010-2020 that had two priorities: building up the renewable energy grid and hydrogen 

infrastructure. Focusing on improving the renewable electricity grid allows Hawaii to reduce the 

cost of clean hydrogen in the future. The second goal is to support infrastructure so hydrogen can 

be produced, transported and stored. In addition, the fund provided seed funding to start-ups and 

venture capital to companies researching and developing clean hydrogen. 
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 Like California, Hawaii has invested in AFVs and ZEVs, including funding fueling 

infrastructure and adding vehicle acquisition requirements for governmental agencies. Hawaii is 

also a part of the multi-state medium- and heavy-duty ZEV action plan. Although Hawaii has 

invested into AFVs and ZEVs, it is not as extensive as California’s plan. 

 Hawaii has no guarantee of the origin scheme for hydrogen. Its definition of clean 

hydrogen is hydrogen produced renewable electricity and biomass. Set emission standards are 

not clear, but it is likely that Hawaii will follow the CHPS set by the US DOE as Hawaii has 

sought funding from the federal government for both research projects and hydrogen hub. 

Although they have no formal GO scheme, Hawaii has made significant efforts to increase its 

production and usage of renewable energy. The Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) of 2008 set 

minimum sale percentages an energy producer must sell of renewable energy every year. This 

minimum percentage increases every five years and ends in 2045 when 100% of energy sold will 

be renewable. By reducing the cost of renewable electricity and increasing funding for clean 

hydrogen, Hawaii is setting itself up to reduce both costs and environmental impact in the 

upcoming decades. Refer to Appendix J.4 for the full report. 

Texas  

 Texas has been projected to contain one of the world’s largest green hydrogen hubs as 

they have goals to reach 50% of renewable energy generation by 2030 which includes green 

hydrogen production through the federal Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS). Similar to other 

regions in the US, Texas is starting their energy transition to renewables with hydrogen fuel cell 

vehicles and this effort is also supported by the Texas Emission Reduction Plan (TERP) that 

provides incentives to push for more clean technology. The Center for Houston’s Future’s report, 

“Houston as the epicenter of a global clean hydrogen hub”, has projected that Texas may have 
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the ability to meet the Department of Energy’s goal of $1 per kilogram of hydrogen with its 

potential for carbon capture storage (CCS) which forecasts strong possibility for Texas to own a 

hydrogen hub in the near future. Several projects have already been announced to develop a 

green hydrogen hub in Brownsville, Texas and a green hydrogen production facility in Wilbarger 

County, Texas. Texas’ programs such as the Renewable Energy Credit (REC) program and 

Alternative Fueling Facilities Program (AFFP) set goals and to drive motivation for the transition 

to renewable energy, however, there exists no certification system or guarantee of origin scheme 

for the import of hydrogen. Refer to Appendix J.5 for the full report. 
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4.1.2 Canada Results 

Canada has its sights set on becoming a leader in exporting clean hydrogen, as a means to 

create jobs and expand their market influence. Due to the amount of and variety of resources 

available to them, Canada has many means of hydrogen production which results in their 

regulations focusing on limiting the emissions of hydrogen production instead of making all 

green hydrogen. They are dedicated to making their energy system cleaner through the 

production of clean hydrogen. Canada has been looking at Europe and California as inspiration 

for their own strategy, adopting the EU’s CertifHy emission standard as their definition of low-

carbon hydrogen which is set to 36.4 gCO2e/MJ as of 2020, but there has yet to be a guarantee of 

origin scheme. 

Although Canada has started to create a hydrogen strategy, policies are still limited, and 

technology is still developing. To encourage the energy transition, Canada has created multiple 

funds, such as the Clean Energy Fund and the Net Zero Accelerator fund, to support the research 

and infrastructure investment of hydrogen projects. Inspired by the US’ inflation reduction act, 

Canada has also created a tax credit system to support the adoption of low-carbon hydrogen with 

the goal to phase out the credits by 2030. As a starting point to focus on, Canada looks to 

eliminate much of the emissions from transportation through the use of hydrogen. Many of the 

medium and heavy-duty vehicles that cannot easily be electrified will be replaced with vehicles 

made with hydrogen fuel cells. More details about funds and regulations can be found in the full 

report in Appendix J.6. 
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Table 4.2 A comparison of the Canada federal and provinces policy. 

 FEDERAL 

CANADA 

ALBERTA BRITISH 

COLUMBIA 

ONTARIO QUÉBEC 

GUARANTEE OF 

ORIGIN 

No GO scheme  No GO scheme No GO scheme No GO scheme  Green Hydrogen 

and Bioenergy 

Strategy 

EMISSION 

STANDARDS 

CertifHy     

HYDROGEN FUEL Clean Fuel 

Standard 

 Low Carbon 

Fuel Source 

Regulations 

(LCFS) 

Clean Energy 

Credits (CECs) 

 

HYDROGEN FUEL 

CELL VEHICLES 

  Zero Emission 

Vehicles Act, 

Greenhouse Gas 

Reduction 

Regulation 

(GGRR) 

  

INDUSTRY Clean Energy 

Fund 

 Clean Industry 

and Innovation 

Rate 

  

INFRASTRUCTURE Net Zero 

Accelerator Fund 

Alberta Energy 

Regulator 

  Recyclage 

Carbone 

Varennes Project 

RESEARCH & 

INVESTING 

Hydrogen 

Roadmap 

Alberta 

Hydrogen 

Roadmap 

British Columbia 

Hydrogen Road 

Map 

Ontario 

Hydrogen Road 

Map 

Hydro-Québec 

Strategic Plan 

TAX CREDITS Hydrogen Tax 

Credit 

    

ELECTRICITY   Clean Grid Clean Grid  
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Alberta 

Alberta has gained recognition for its vast reserves of oil sands, natural gas, and 

conventional oil, positioning it as a significant contributor to the nation's energy sector. The 

province also stands out as the largest hydrogen producer in Canada, with hydrogen playing a 

crucial role in the oil, gas, and chemical industries. In 2021, Alberta produced 2.5 million tons of 

hydrogen, of which 81% was gray hydrogen and 19% was blue hydrogen, according to the 

Alberta Energy Regulator. Additionally, several potential sites for Carbon Capture, Utilization 

and Storage (CCUS) could be developed to capture carbon emissions from the hydrogen 

production process. With its abundant natural gas reserves and existing pipeline infrastructure, 

Alberta has the potential to become a renewable hydrogen production and export leader. The 

cities of Edmonton and Calgary have been identified as the most suitable locations in Alberta to 

establish Hydrogen Hubs that would leverage the existing natural gas pipeline infrastructure and 

renewable energy sources to produce and transport low-carbon hydrogen. Alberta's strategy 

involves initially focusing on blue hydrogen, which entails blending hydrogen into the existing 

natural gas pipeline to reduce overall carbon emissions, followed by gradually transitioning to 

green hydrogen. Refer to Appendix J.7 for the full report. 

British Columbia (BC) 

British Columbia (BC) contains most of the hydrogen projects and companies in Canada 

and was the first province/territory to come out with a hydrogen strategy. They have the goal of 

lowering their overall emissions by 40% by 2030. As a leading province, BC stands to export the 

most hydrogen. BC’s current focus is replacing medium and heavy-duty transportation with 

hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, lowering emissions in industry and refining, displacing natural gas, 
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and displacing diesel used electricity generation in remote communities. BC’s electricity grid is 

98% renewable and makes green hydrogen as their target hydrogen to produce.  

BC has created general policies that focus on clean energy as a whole, many of which are 

more focused on making renewable electricity cheaper and more accessible. The Clean Energy 

and Innovation Rate offers cheaper electricity to companies looking to switch from fossil fuels, 

and the Clean Energy Act encourages the production and use of energy sources that reduce 

emissions. These policies seem to encourage the production of hydrogen through electrolysis. 

Similarly, the Zero-Emissions Vehicles act serves as a more general policy on all forms of 

energy relation of vehicles. Electrified vehicles are more likely to replace the current fossil fuel 

counterparts for light duty vehicles, but medium and heavy vehicles will most likely rely on 

hydrogen-based fuels. Additionally, BC created the Low-Carbon Fuel Source Regulations to 

ensure that current fuels emissions will decrease with each passing year. This regulation will 

ensure that hydrogen will start to be incorporated into current fuels and hopefully overtake fossil 

fuels. More details on all these policies can be found in Appendix J.8: the full report. 

Ontario 

 Ontario’s immediate goals are to create hydrogen to provide to its local communities, 

with global exports in the far future. They plan to focus on green hydrogen using their clean 

energy grid that is 90% renewable. About 75% of Ontario’s GHG emissions come from 

transportation and industry, so they have created policies tackling these sectors. They have 

passed the Red Tape and Burden Reduction Act to ease the bureaucratic cost of hydrogen 

projects. There have yet to be many policies specific to hydrogen, but there have been some on 

clean electricity. They have created Clean Energy Credits (CECs) for companies to show their 
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commitment to sustainability. CEC was created for sustainable electricity, but the application 

would extend to the production of green hydrogen. Refer to Appendix J.9 for the full report. 

Québec 

 Québec has set the goal to reach 37.5% of emission reduction and have 10% of the 

province’s energy consumption be from renewable sources by 2030, where they are currently 

investing in developing hydrogen-based technologies and an overall green hydrogen ecosystem 

in the province. However, the province is still in the beginning stages of developing and 

transitioning to hydrogen technology. In terms of the regulations, strategies, and policies 

pertaining to renewable energy, Québec has implemented the Respecting the Quality of the 

Environment (RQE) and Environment Quality Act to ensure that the province remains clean and 

sustainable. Similar to Canada’s federal policies, Québec has no official guarantee of origin 

scheme yet, but it is in the works and is being developed by the Ministry of Energy and Natural 

Resources of Québec. Refer to Appendix J.10 for the full report. 
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4.2 Interview Results 

A total of 75 potential interviewees were contacted and 13 responded to our request, thus 

giving a response rate of 17.3%. Twenty-nine individuals were from governmental agencies, 

twenty were from related industries, twenty-four were from academia, and two were from other 

related areas. Out of the potential interviewees who responded to our requests, four individuals 

accepted an interview, five rejected, and four were tentative as they did not follow up on a time 

to meet. Our interview response rate was 5.33%. Two of the accepted interviewees were from 

governmental agencies, and two were from academia. Appendix C listed all individuals who 

were interviewed with their affiliation, position, and what sector they are classified in. Mark 

Ruth, Amgad Elgowainy, Yu Zhong, and Elsie Hung were interviewed, and they were affiliated 

with the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Argonne National Laboratory, Worcester 

Polytechnic Institute, and Rice University, respectively. 

Appendix H lists all the questions each interviewee was asked; each list of questions was 

created through extensive background research of the individual to generate specific questions. 

Since interviews were conducted, only qualitative information was gathered, so it was difficult to 

objectively quantify the success of the interviews. However, the insights shared by the 

interviewees proved to be quite valuable in directing our research efforts. 

During our first academic interview with a professor conducting materials research for 

hydrogen fuel cells, our team learned about reversible hydrogen fuel cells and their two modes of 

operation. We learned that these fuel cells can convert electricity into hydrogen or use hydrogen 

to produce electricity. Additionally, we learned that fuel cells produce less pollution and less 

noise than traditional internal combustion engine (ICE) gasoline engines. One potential 

application of reversible fuel cells is to store excess electricity from renewable sources in 
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hydrogen form. This stored hydrogen can then be used to generate electricity during periods 

when there is no electricity from solar or wind. This usage is particularly useful for wind 

turbines, which often generate excess electricity that cannot be stored efficiently. By converting 

this excess electricity to hydrogen fuel, it can be transported to areas further away from the 

source to be used as a clean energy source. Overall, our team gained valuable insights into the 

potential uses of reversible hydrogen fuel cells and their ability to store and transport excess 

renewable energy. 

In our second interview with a government program manager from the US National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), our team learned about the potential of Hydrogen Hubs 

as a means to produce and transport hydrogen for use in various industrial sectors. We also 

discovered that the most critical incentives should be aimed at assisting industrial processes such 

as ammonia, steel, and concrete production. Interestingly, we learned that these incentives should 

be tied to emissions measurements rather than mandating that states produce a specific amount of 

hydrogen. This approach would enable industries to work toward reducing emissions while also 

providing them with flexibility in how they reach their targets. Overall, our interview provided 

us with valuable insights into the role of Hydrogen Hubs and the importance of implementing 

tailored incentives to drive the adoption of clean hydrogen in different industrial sectors. 

During our third interview with a government program manager from the US Argonne 

National Laboratory who specializes in hydrogen and electrification infrastructure, we learned 

about the Greenhouse Gases, Regulated Emissions, and Energy Use in Transportation Model 

(GREET Model) and transporting hydrogen in the form of ammonia. The GREET model is a 

valuable tool for evaluating the energy and environmental effects of vehicle technologies, fuels, 

products, and energy systems. With GREET, researchers, energy and vehicle producers, and 
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regulators can calculate the total energy consumption and emissions for any given energy and 

vehicle system. Moreover, companies can use the GREET model to measure their emissions and 

apply for tax credits from the government. Additionally, we learned that ammonia is a promising 

option for transporting hydrogen due to its high hydrogen content by weight, easy liquefaction, 

and the existing infrastructure for ammonia transportation. Furthermore, ammonia is less 

expensive to transport than hydrogen, thanks to its higher boiling point and lower cost of 

production. Overall, this interview provided valuable insights into the GREET model which is an 

important tool to encourage the use of renewable hydrogen in industry as well as the potential of 

using ammonia to transport hydrogen. 

From our fourth interview with a research manager from Rice University’s Baker 

Institute Center for Energy Studies, we gained valuable insights into the potential for establishing 

a sustainable hydrogen market in the United States. We learned that to establish a sustainable 

hydrogen market, it is crucial to increase the involvement of multiple companies in both 

hydrogen production and usage while reducing reliance on subsidies. The market must have 

robust supply and demand dynamics, allowing it to develop without the need for any subsidies in 

the future. This idea underscores the need for collaboration and cooperation between 

stakeholders to establish a viable and sustainable hydrogen economy. 
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4.3 Report Results 

 The deliverables to TIER from the team were regional reports followed by a final 

presentation. The regional reports, seen in Appendix J, were constructed to be easily read and 

understood by TIER in which it contained an overview of the region, regulations, strategies, 

policies, market trends, and projects in relevance to green hydrogen and what the team believed 

was useful information for TIER. All information was gathered from press reports, governmental 

official documents, and the conducted interviews where the sources were cited in the sections 

where they were mentioned. 

 These reports were delivered at the weekly meetings the team held with TIER, where a 

brief summary of the findings was presented to the TIER team alongside a brief discussion for 

questions and clarifications. The policies and strategies in the US and Canada were compared to 

distinguish the similarities and differences between the two regions to TIER. 
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5.0 Discussion 

5.1 ZEVs and FCEVs 

 In the United States, early efforts to use low-carbon or renewable hydrogen at the state 

level targeted reducing emissions from motor vehicles. Across states, policy has focused on both 

light-, medium- and heavy-duty vehicles. Policy varies from building hydrogen fueling stations 

and preferred parking to rebates for car parts to grants and requirements for state agencies to 

expand zero-emission vehicles (ZEV) fleets. Specifically in Hawaii, the use of these ZEVs is 

seen to be successful in introducing hydrogen in their energy market as these policies are still 

active. Similarly, Canada has called for the transition to more electric vehicles with hydrogen-

based vehicles still in development. Vehicle and fuel policies specific to hydrogen have yet to be 

created across all of Canada, but they are pushing to ensure their fuel and vehicles emit less 

GHG as a whole. Over the past decade, the popularity of electric vehicles has risen, especially 

when considering light-duty passenger vehicles. Considering this trend, incentivizing hydrogen 

fuel cell light-duty vehicles may not be necessary given that the alternative option, plug-in 

electric vehicles, are proven to work and have succeeded. From our interviews with researchers 

working on ZEVs, there is an application that is niche for FCEVS in medium- and heavy-duty 

vehicles like trucks and buses as hydrogen fuel can be stored on the vehicle which is efficient for 

long-distance haul and has fast refueling time.  

 In Taiwan, FCEVs may be applicable for moving supplies within the country. In 2020 

86% of good transportation used road travel (Directorate General of Budget, Accounting and 

Statistics of Taiwan, 2020). To reduce emissions and increase efficiency in the long run, Taiwan 

could incentivize the adoption of FCEVs trucks into their transportation chain, similar to 

Hawaii’s approach for introducing hydrogen in their market. However, in order to meet the 
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demand for hydrogen fuel Taiwan would have to build up fueling infrastructure and import or 

produce enough low-carbon hydrogen. For Taiwan, which does not currently produce low-

carbon hydrogen, incentivizing the transition to FCEVs may be too expensive and too early 

considering the limitations of their low-carbon hydrogen network. Additionally, Taiwan does not 

have any large automotive manufacturers which means that investing in FCEVs would not 

stimulate their industry which may deter the government from currently investing. 

5.2 State Province Comparison 

 Looking at Table 4.1 of the comparison of US state and federal law, across the board 

there is a general trend to provide incentives. In a country where fossil fuels are cheap, it makes 

sense that there would be a greater government push to switch to clean (low carbon) hydrogen. 

The monetary cost would be harder to bear when there are cheaper fossil fuels around. Canada 

similarly has funds to encourage the development of expensive hydrogen projects. To start the 

transition, many states and provinces are placing a large emphasis on cleaning up their 

transportation sectors. Along with the rise in electric vehicle sales and use, governments are 

encouraging the transition to hydrogen fuel cell vehicles too. The US and Canada both see the 

potential in emission reduction if fossil fuel vehicles were removed from the roads. There is a 

trend that many countries and provinces require a percentage of emissions from energy 

production and fuel usage to be reduced in multiple states/provinces. Therefore, these types of 

policy may be some of the most effective when it comes to overall GHG reduction, giving 

companies more time and incentives to go green earlier so both the US and Canada can achieve 

NZE by 2050.  
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5.3 Exports and Imports 

 Based on our research on the United States and Canada’s import and export regulations 

and strategies, both countries have similar policies and developing plans for the implementation 

of green hydrogen. Both countries as a whole contain regions that have the potential of being 

great hubs of green hydrogen for the world—Texas and Hawaii for the United States and Québec 

for Canada—however, the development of these hubs are still in the early stages of development. 

Since each country can independently produce their own hydrogen, the US and Canada do not 

need to depend on other countries to obtain green hydrogen and therefore do not necessarily seek 

guarantee of origin schemes to import hydrogen energy. In terms of imports and exports of green 

hydrogen, Taiwan can be influenced by Hawaii’s procedures: Taiwan may have the 

infrastructure capabilities to have a green hydrogen hub, and therefore need to import all 

hydrogen. Researching the US and Canada, a highly developed country with a great abundance 

of natural resources, for this type of scheme to eventually provide recommendations for Taiwan, 

a much smaller country with limited natural resources, makes these suggestions incomparable. 

5.4 Renewable Portfolio Standard and Certificates 

 Establishing standards for renewables through the creation of a renewable portfolio 

standard proven to work in multiple states. Hawaii has been able to increase its generation of 

renewable energy from below 10% in 2010 to 29% in 2022, allowing the region to get closer to 

their NZE goal by 2050 (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2023). A RPS allows the 

government to set deadlines for renewable energy generation but gives the market enough 

control to develop the industry without adding incentives or tax credits that it could become 

reliant upon. To reach net-zero goals, Taiwan has created their own renewable portfolio standard 
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and Taiwan Renewable Energy Certificate program and should continue to look at Hawaii’s 

strategies on these regulations as Hawaii’s RPS is successfully progressing to their NZE goal. 

Currently, low-carbon hydrogen does not have a certificate scheme or set standard in Taiwan. To 

facilitate the transition to low-carbon hydrogen, Taiwan must create a set standard for low-

carbon hydrogen in the country and include it under the RPS program.  

5.5 Hydrogen Hubs 

 The United States and Canada have shown strong interest in developing green hydrogen 

hubs throughout both countries, specifically in Texas, Hawaii, and Québec. Through conducting 

archival research, it has seen that there are both benefits and limitations to having hydrogen 

hubs. The benefits to having hydrogen hubs include the close proximity to resources as the hubs 

contain caverns for storage of excess energy and there is quick access to energy. Additionally, 

the nation can achieve energy independence as they do not need to import energy from 

neighboring facilities. However, cost is the largest barrier to green hydrogen hubs where great 

investment is needed to sustain a green hydrogen hub. Having a hydrogen hub would most likely 

come with the need to export hydrogen to other nations and ensuring the production and 

transportation is regulated through industrial practice and policies. Since Taiwan is a relatively 

small country with limited resources, having an on-site green hydrogen hub will be a challenge 

to develop, but it is not impossible. Hawaii is in the works of developing a hydrogen hub, and 

since its geographical components are similar to that of Taiwan, Taiwan can further look into 

Hawaii’s hydrogen hub strategies when trying to implement hydrogen hubs of their own. During 

our Week Five meeting with TIER, they claimed to show interest in developing a green 

hydrogen hub in Taiwan, with the project proposal currently in the works. 
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6.0 Conclusion 

6.1 Limitations 

 This research study encountered many challenges to the methodology and data collection 

in which it limited the results of the study. While collecting data through archival research, 

oftentimes we experienced restricted access to governmental official documents due to some 

developing policies and market demands that were unable to be disclosed. Due to this, some of 

the reports we constructed did not contain all of the information that was relevant to each 

regional report, and so TIER could not be fully informed of all existing projects and policies. 

Moreover, the policies that are currently in place can frequently change, in addition to the 

sources that were cited throughout our report. Our reports were dated to include when the report 

was last updated, however after this project, the reports will not be constantly updated and if the 

information in the reports were to be used, the policies need to be confirmed if they are still in 

effect or if they are updated.  

A large limitation to gathering data through archival research is time; it takes a lot of time 

to read, understand, and analyze documents on projects and policies, and even a lot of time was 

spent reading these papers, sometimes it did not provide any useful information that we can 

provide to TIER. The large amount of time it took to analyze these documents was another 

reason why we decided to only analyze four regions per country; if more time were given, more 

regions could be looked into in more depth. Lastly, information pertaining to Taiwan’s policies 

on green hydrogen were researched to help the team understand the policies that are currently 

being developed and implemented in Taiwan. Though, there exists a language barrier to research 
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and understand these policies as they were typically written in Mandarin, and translating to 

English does not always explain the policies well. 

 There also existed challenges and limitations when gathering information from 

interviews. We encountered challenges when trying to initially contact interviewees as we cold-

contacted them via LinkedIn and their emails if they were publicized. We noticed that 

connecting and messaging with interested individuals was challenging due to some of the 

individuals no longer using LinkedIn, so they do not check their account anymore, or if they 

were considered valuable members on LinkedIn, so they would not be interested in connecting 

and messaging our team who was not of high status on the social media platform. Moreover, 

LinkedIn only allows their general members to message a limited number of new individuals 

before they connect, which limits the number of individuals we were able to contact in general. 

Thus, email was deemed to be the most efficient method of contacting our interested individuals 

as it did not limit the number of individuals we could contact as long as we were able to obtain 

their emails. 

 When the individuals were contacted and responded, we experienced the challenge in that 

some individuals were unable to answer specific questions as the information is protected under 

their non-disclosure agreement (NDA), which limited us from gathering some information that 

may have been helpful in our project. Additionally, we interviewed a total of four individuals, 

two from government and two from academia. Therefore, our population sample was not 

representative of those who work in the green or clean (low carbon) hydrogen field as we were 

unable to interview individuals from industry. However, we have completed further research to 

triangulate the data received from our interviewees to ensure that there was no bias present in our 

findings. Furthermore, all the interviewees were from the United States, where they could only 
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speak on behalf of the hydrogen progress in the US. We were unable to contact any individuals 

from Canada as they did not respond to our messages and emails, so all information pertaining to 

Canada was gathered via archival research. 

6.2 Moving Forward 

 Based on geography, Taiwan could adopt similar policies to Hawaii. As a state of islands 

in the Pacific Ocean, Hawaii’s high energy cost has forced them to transition to green and low-

carbon hydrogen early which might be similar for Taiwan. Their policies would have the closest 

application to Taiwan during Taiwan’s early hydrogen development stages. Providing similar 

funds and creating a policy similar to the Renewable Portfolio Standard may be an effective way 

for Taiwan to achieve their NZE goals. California’s guarantee of origin (GO) scheme could also 

be a source of inspiration for Taiwan. As they are currently still making their certification system 

for green hydrogen, edits can be made with California’s GO scheme as a base.  

 Taiwan may also want to use a tax credit system that both the US and Canada have 

started implementing with the caveat that they phase it out within 10 years to avoid an over 

reliance on it. Tax credits provide a good incentive to start investment into hydrogen and also 

ease some of the burden of cost. Thus, this system would translate very well to Taiwan’s 

systems. TIER may want to avoid these types of incentives all together to avoid any external 

reliance the market may have, so it is up to TIER’s judgment to determine if a credit system 

would translate well into their economy. 

 As with many of the states and provinces, Taiwan could also create hydrogen hubs as a 

start to their energy transition. With their current technology, implementing a hub on a microgrid 

level or in an industrial area is feasible. The infrastructure for these small-scale hubs is already 
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present, but the policy and standards must be set and created before any projects can begin. 

Taiwan could also create larger scale hubs to store their offshore wind energy when there is 

excess electricity being generated. Green hydrogen would provide a way to ensure they do not 

waste all of the excess renewable electricity. Those large-scale hubs will require better 

technology and further investment in the future, that the government may be reluctant to provide 

the budget for at the current time. However, before starting working on any hydrogen hub, 

Taiwan must first establish their GO scheme and set a standard green hydrogen and 

infrastructure. 

 With our reports and our team’s suggestions, TIER is educated about the benefits of 

hydrogen hubs that aid in the transition to green hydrogen. Dr. Chen and the Taiwan Renewable 

Energy Certification (T-REC) team have proposed to the Taiwanese government on the 

implementation of four different cases of hydrogen hubs throughout Taiwan depending on the 

available infrastructure. They have also gathered more information on hydrogen regulations in 

which they have developed a Low Carbon Hydrogen GO Concept Model in which it defines the 

mechanisms of regulations for on-site, centralized, and imported hydrogen. 

Ultimately, TIER will know Taiwan’s current status the best and use these reports to 

generate ideas. There are many differences between the North American countries and Taiwan. 

As a result, many of the researched approaches might not be able to be applied to Taiwan, but 

more to be used as a model for TIER. The US and Canada are more focused on emissions of any 

shade of hydrogen, while TIER is more specifically interested in green hydrogen. Policy is 

always changing so there may be new amendments in the near future. In this developing market. 

Taiwan’s hydrogen journey will be in development for many years to come and this research will 

provide a basis for them to generate more projects and ideas.   
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Email Template for Interviewees 

Purpose: The purpose of this Appendix A is to contact targeted individuals to potentially 

interview to gather information to analyze the low-carbon hydrogen market, regulation, and 

origin certification in the United States and Canada. 

 

Appendix A.1: Initial Email for Interview Request Template 

 

Subject: Renewable Hydrogen Research Interview - Taiwan Institute of Economic Research 

 

Dear [POTENTIAL INTERVIEWEE],  

 

We are Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) undergraduate students from Massachusetts, USA 

working in sponsorship with the Taiwan Institute of Economic Research (TIER) to analyze the 

policies, market demands, and regulation methods of low-carbon or green hydrogen in the 

United States and Canada. 

 

Your expertises relating to clean hydrogen [INSERT SPECIFICS BY SUBJECT] and your 

affiliation with [AFFILIATION] will be helpful in answering questions on [specific topic]. Your 

participation in the research will help the team and TIER understand low-carbon hydrogen 

regulation and market potential in the US and Canada. Would you be able to participate in a 30-

60 minute virtual interview to speak to the team? 

 

If you have any questions please feel free to reach out at gr-wpi-tier-2023@wpi.edu. We 

appreciate your time and consideration and hope to hear back from you soon. 

 

 

Best regards, 

Sameer Desai, Belisha Genin, Tera Keang, and Neena Xiang 

 

Taiwan Institute of Economic Research 

 

  

mailto:gr-wpi-tier-2023@wpi.edu
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Appendix A.2: Accepted Interview Email Response Template 

Purpose: The purpose of this appendix is to follow up with our targeted individuals who 

accepted to interview with the team to schedule a time to meet. 

 

 

Subject: Renewable Hydrogen Research Interview - Taiwan Institute of Economic Research 

 

Dear [INTERVIEWEE], 

 

Thank you for getting back to us. We are currently working out of Taiwan, we will be working in 

the Taiwan time zone. We have listed our availability for the next two weeks (EDT): 

● [TIMES] 

 

Though if none of these times work for you, we would be happy to accommodate your schedule. 

 

To prepare we have attached the interview consent form, we will ask for verbal consent prior to 

the start of our interview. We look forward to meeting with you soon! 

 

Best regards, 

Sameer Desai, Belisha Genin, Tera Keang, and Neena Xiang 

 

Taiwan Institute of Economic Research   
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Appendix A.3: Follow-Up Email Response Template 

Purpose: The purpose of this appendix is to follow up with our targeted individuals whom we 

contacted to potentially interview to ensure they did not miss our initial email or message. 

 

 

 

Subject: Renewable Hydrogen Research Interview - Taiwan Institute of Economic Research 

 

Dear [POTENTIAL INTERVIEWEE], 

 

I hope this email finds you well. I wanted to follow up on the email I sent a few days ago 

regarding the research project my team and I are working on with the Taiwan Institute of 

Economic Research (TIER).  

 

We are interviewing experts to gather information on clean hydrogen policies and market 

demands in the US and Canada from March 22nd to April 14th. Would you be available for a 15-

30 minute virtual interview to speak to the team? Your participation will help our team and TIER 

gain a better understanding of low-carbon hydrogen regulation and market potential in the US 

and Canada. 

 

If you have any questions or concerns about the interview or the project, please do not hesitate to 

reach out to us at gr-wpi-tier-2023@wpi.edu. Thank you for your time and consideration, and we 

look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

 

Best regards, 

Sameer Desai, Belisha Genin, Tera Keang, and Neena Xiang 

 

Taiwan Institute of Economic Research 

  

mailto:gr-wpi-tier-2023@wpi.edu
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Appendix B: LinkedIn Template for Interviewees 

 

Purpose: The purpose of this Appendix B is to contact targeted individuals to potentially 

interview to gather information to analyze the low-carbon hydrogen market, regulation, and 

origin certification in the United States and Canada. 

 

 

 

 

Subject: [NONE] 

 

Dear [POTENTIAL INTERVIEWEE],  

 

I am an undergraduate student from Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) in Massachusetts, 

USA working on a project in sponsorship with the Taiwan Institute of Economic Research 

(TIER) to analyze low-carbon/green hydrogen in the United States. 

 

My team is interested in your work in [FILL IN] and want to hear more about it. Would you be 

interested in participating in a 30-60 minute virtual interview to speak to our team? 

 

If you have any questions please feel free to reach out at gr-wpi-tier-2023@wpi.edu. I appreciate 

your time and consideration and hope to hear back from you soon. 

 

Best regards, 

Sameer Desai, Belisha Genin, Tera Keang, and Neena Xiang 

 

Taiwan Institute of Economic Research  

mailto:gr-wpi-tier-2023@wpi.edu
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Appendix C: List of Interviewees 

 

Sector Name Position Association 

SCHOLARS Yu Zhong PhD Materials Science 

Worcester Polytechnic 

Institute 

SCHOLARS  Shih Yu (Elsie) Hung Research Manager 

Center for Energy Studies at 

Rice University's Baker's 

Institute for Public Policy 

GOVERNMENT Mark Ruth 

Laboratory Program Manager II-

Policy Analysis 

National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory 

GOVERNMENT Amgad Elgowainy Senior Scientist and Group Manager Argonne National Laboratory 
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Appendix D: Informed Consent Agreement for Participation in a 

Research Study  

 

Informed Consent Agreement for Participation in a 

Research Study  

Investigator: S. Desai, B. Genin, T. Keang, & N. Xiang 

Contact Information: Email: gr-wpi-tier-2023@wpi.edu 

Title of Research Study: An Analysis of the Low-carbon Hydrogen market, Regulation, 

and Origin Certification in the US and Canada 

Sponsor: Taiwan Institute of Economic Research 

 

Introduction 

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Before you agree, however, you must be 

fully informed about the purpose of the study, the procedures to be followed, and any benefits, 

risks or discomfort that you may experience as a result of your participation. This form presents 

information about the study so that you may make a fully informed decision regarding your 

participation. 

 

The study is conducted by undergraduate students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in 

Worcester, Massachusetts, USA sponsored by the Taiwan Institute of Economic Research 

(TIER) in completion of the Interactive Qualifying Project (IQP) graduation requirement. 

Purpose of the Study  

The purpose of the study is to gather information regarding the policies, market demands, and 

use of clean hydrogen in the United States in Canada to present to the Taiwan Institute of 

Economic Research to aid in the establishment of a certification of clean hydrogen in Taiwan. 
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Procedures to be followed  

(Here describe the research procedures to be followed, including duration of the subject’s 

participation. Experimental procedures must be identified. This section is required.)  

1. You will receive an email from gr-wpi-tier-2023@wpi.edu with a consent form and 

Zoom link for a virtual meeting. 

2. You should review the consent form prior to the interview time. If agreed, you will be 

asked to provide your verbal consent during the interview. 

3. When it is the time of your interview, please enter the Zoom link attached in the email.  

4. You will be asked if you agree to the terms and conditions of the study, and if you agree 

to allowing the interviewers to record the interview.  

5. The interview will be 30 to 60 minutes. 

a. It is expected that you are being truthful answering all questions. At any time you 

wish to not answer a question truthfully, you may inform the interviewees that 

you abstain from answering the question. 

6. Once the interview has concluded, you will be asked to leave.  

a. You will receive a follow-up email within a few days after the interview was 

conducted.  

Benefits to research participants and others  

The benefit of participating in this research project is to help the Taiwan Institute of Economic 

Research and undergraduate students of Worcester Polytechnic Institute to understand the 

current policies and stances of, but not limited to, clean hydrogen. Participating in this interview 

will give you credit in the project’s final report. 

Record keeping and confidentiality 

The interview will be transcribed, video recorded, or voice recorded (depending on the comfort 

of the interviewee) by the interviewers and kept on a flash drive for easy access by the 

interviewers. If the interviewee(s) wish to have a copy of the recording, the interviewee can 

request the recording from the interviewees via email. Records of your participation in this study 

will be held confidential so far as permitted by law. However, the study investigators, the 

sponsor or its designee and, under certain circumstances, the Worcester Polytechnic Institute 

Institutional Review Board (WPI IRB), will be able to inspect and have access to confidential 

data that identify you by name. For any publication or presentation of the data will not identify 

you, all videos will be deleted at the end of the project. 

  

mailto:gr-wpi-tier-2023@wpi.edu
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For more information about this research or about the rights of 

research participants, or in case of research-related injury, contact:  

Investigator Contact Information: Email: gr-wpi-tier-2023@wpi.edu 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute  

IRB Manager: Ruth McKeogh 

Tel: 508 831-6699 

Email: irb@wpi.edu 

Human Protection Administrator: Gabriel Johnson 

Tel: 508-831-4989 

Email: gjohnson@wpi.edu 

 

Your participation in this research is voluntary. Your refusal to participate will not result in any 

penalty to you or any loss of benefits to which you may otherwise be entitled. You may decide to 

stop participating in the research at any time without penalty or loss of other benefits. The 

project investigators retain the right to cancel or postpone the experimental procedures at any 

time they see fit.  

Additional costs to the subject that may result from participation in 

this research include:  

● Significant new findings or information, developed during the course of the research, 

may alter the subject’s willingness to participate in the study. Any such findings will be 

promptly communicated to all research participants.  

● Should a participant wish to withdraw from the study after it has begun, the following 

procedures should be followed: 

1. Please inform your interviewer(s), via verbal or direct message confirmation, that 

you wish to terminate your participation in this study.  

2. You will be asked to leave the Zoom meeting. 

3. No additional action will be needed from the interviewee. A follow-up email will 

be sent from the interviewers thanking you for your participation. 

4. Withdrawing from the study early will not result in any further consequences for 

the subject. 
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Appendix E: Sample Interview Questions for Government Officials 

1. Clean hydrogen encompasses the usage of hydrogen as a source of energy, with low 

emissions of carbon dioxide. This includes green hydrogen. How does [your company] 

associate with green hydrogen? 

2. What do you consider to be clean hydrogen? 

3. How has the current progressing development of clean hydrogen influenced and helped 

[your affiliation]? 

4. What role does your agency see clean hydrogen playing within the next 5 to 10 years? 

What is the ideal scenario? 

5. Are there any future policies pertaining to clean hydrogen that are being worked on right 

now? If so, what are they? 

6. What factors play a role in which environmentally-motivated policies are proposed and 

passed? 

7. How do you believe the transition to using clean hydrogen will effect: 

a. The economic sectors? 

b. The legal sectors? 

c. The US’s environmental goals? 

d. [Your affiliation]’s public reputation? 

8. Have there been consideration on managing the imports and exports of clean hydrogen 

into the United States? What have you and [your organization] seen with these proposals? 

a. What certifications are currently in place/in development to verify the origin and 

quality of clean hydrogen? 

9. What sections of the market should be incentivized to switch to clean hydrogen now/ 

within the next decade? 

10. On a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being least influential and 10 being most influential, how much 

do you believe that [your affiliation] is positively and negatively influencing the 

transition of energy use to clean hydrogen? 

11. Are there any more contacts you believe would be useful for us to have participated in 

our study? 
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Appendix F: Sample Interview Questions for Industry Leaders 

1. Clean hydrogen encompasses the usage of hydrogen as a source of energy, with low 

emissions of carbon dioxide. This includes green hydrogen. How does [your company] 

associate with green hydrogen? 

2. How has the current progressing development of clean hydrogen influenced and helped 

[your affiliation]? 

3. What technological developments are necessary for clean hydrogen to be competitive in 

[your affiliation]?  

4. How do you see the transition of energy use to hydrogen to benefit [your company]? 

5. What do you believe the challenges are for low-carbon hydrogen compared to the gray 

kind? 

6. What kind of policy would you create to help boost the usage and production of 

green/blue hydrogen? 

7. Should incentives be passed to encourage the market to transition to clean/low-carbon 

hydrogen? If yes, what incentives would be most useful to your operations? 

a. Should incentives be on the producer side or consumer side of the industry?  

8. How do you believe the transition to using clean hydrogen will effect: 

a. The economic sectors? 

b. The legal sectors? 

c. The US’s environmental goals? 

d. [Your affiliation]’s public reputation? 

9. On a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being least influential and 10 being most influential, how much 

do you believe that [your affiliation] is positively and negatively influencing the 

transition of energy use to clean hydrogen?  

10. Are there any more contacts you believe would be useful for us to have participated in 

our study? 
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Appendix G: Sample Interview Questions for Scholars 

1. Clean hydrogen is hydrogen that results in the low emissions of carbon dioxide and 

reduced use of fossil fuels which includes green hydrogen. In what ways does [your 

company/organization/research] associate with green or clean hydrogen? 

2. From your research in [research topic], where do you see the future of green hydrogen 

progressing? What are the benefits and drawbacks? Please elaborate if possible. 

3. What changes have you made so far for your research supporting clean hydrogen? 

4. How has the current progressing development of clean hydrogen influenced and helped 

[your affiliation]? 

5. What is your opinion on utilizing hydrogen as a fuel source compared to alternative 

energy sources such as electricity and fossil fuels? 

6. How fast do you believe hydrogen technology is developing? What is the greatest 

progressor? Greatest barrier? 

7. How do you believe the consumption of clean hydrogen can be regulated during the 

transition to renewable energy? 

8. On a scale of 1 to 10, 1 being least influential and 10 being most influential, how much 

do you believe that [your affiliation] is positively and negatively influencing the 

transition of energy use to clean hydrogen?  

9. Are there any more contacts you believe would be useful for us to have in our study?  
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Appendix H: Questions for Interviewees 

The following appendices include the questions that were asked to each interviewee. 

Appendix H.1: Yu Zhong 

1. Based on your work with hydrogen fuel cells, what technology needs to improve for the 

cost of hydrogen fuel cells to go down? 

2. Emphasize what technology needs to improve to decrease the cost of usage  

3. With that being said, where do you see the future of green hydrogen progressing?  

4. What are the benefits and drawbacks? 

5. What changes have you made so far for your research supporting clean hydrogen? 

6. What is your relationship with the DOE? How did you come to be funded by the DOE?  

7. How has the current progressing development of clean hydrogen influenced and helped 

DOE? 

8. Are there any more contacts you believe would be useful for us to have in our study and 

would you be able to connect us with them? 

 

 

Appendix H.2: Mark Ruth 

1. What are the most important policies that the US government has implemented to 

promote renewable hydrogen energy? 

a. In addition, which policies that might be created in the future will make a large 

impact 

2. What, if any, incentives should be passed to encourage the market to transition to 

clean/low-carbon hydrogen? 

a. And what incentives have you seen to be the most useful? 

3. In California, we see a credit based system for renewables, where certain organizations 

are required to meet renewable energy quotas and purchase credits generated by clean 

energy producers. Do you see this type of market-incentive program as positive for the 

development of the industry? 

4. So moving forward, what are some of the most successful case studies of renewable 

hydrogen energy implementation that you have seen? 

5. How can policymakers incentivize investment in clean hydrogen research and 

development, and what role can the government play in promoting the use of clean 

hydrogen in industry and transportation? 

6. Have there been consideration on managing the imports and exports of clean hydrogen 

into the United States? What have you and the NREL seen with these proposals? 
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7. What advice would you give to policy-makers in Taiwan who are interested in promoting 

renewable hydrogen energy, based on your experience? 

 

 

Appendix H.3: Amgad Elgowainy 

1. How fast is hydrogen technology developing? What is the greatest barrier right now? 

2. There has been a lot of investment into Alternative Fuel Vehicles and Zero Emission 

Vehicles with hydrogen fuel cell technology, why are different states focusing on this 

application of hydrogen over other? 

3. Is the GREET model comparable to a guarantee of origin scheme?  

4. Do you see the U.S. developing a guarantee of origin scheme in the future? 

5. TIER is currently developing a roadmap for green hydrogen, and they are interested in 

starting their own small hydrogen hubs around the country. TIER is very interested in 

meeting with Argonne Lab to learn more, do you have a contact that you could refer us 

to?  

 

Appendix H.4: Shih Yu (Elsie) Hung 

1. Based on your work analyzing China’s Energy Map, how does the plan to adopt 

clean/green hydrogen as a fuel source differ and how is it similar between the US and 

China?  

2. Focusing more specifically on your current work, what specific policies are in the works 

or are currently implemented to help Texas transition to clean/green hydrogen? 

3. What, if any, incentives should be passed to encourage the market to transition to 

clean/low-carbon hydrogen? 

4. What additional policies would you like to see passed at the federal level to help facilitate 

the transition to clean hydrogen? 

5. Based on your experiences, what advice would you give to policy-makers in Taiwan who 

are interested in promoting renewable hydrogen energy? 
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Appendix I: Gantt Chart 
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Appendix J: Report Deliverables 

 The following appendixes include the final report deliverables given to TIER. The reports 

cover the US with the regions of California, Texas, Colorado, and Hawaii, whereas Canada 

included regions of Alberta, Ontario, British Columbia, and Québec. 

 

 




























































































































































